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While there is a lot of literature available on the negative effects of orphanhood on 
children, litde attention has been paid to children in the periud before their parents 
die when they are living with a sick parent This study seeks to focus on such 
children to gain greater understandrog of their situation. 
Aim 
To describe the problems and coping strategies of children living with and caring 
for their terminally ill parents. 
Design 
This study is a cross-sectional descriptive survey. 
Setting 
A rural district in a middle-income country. 
Main outcome measures 
Demography of households, symptoms of the sick parent, attributes of child carers, 
how children deal with specified symptoms of their parent's illness, greatest 
percelved haruships faced, lype and 9uantity of help from outside sources and 
extended family. 
Results 
T1lirty five households were inten,iewed using a structured 9uestionnaire. 
IIouseholds were found to be poor with difficulty accessing services. Most parents 
had symptoms consistent with AIDS and over 30% died within two months of the 
interview. Pain ranked as the most troublesome symptom. 
One hundred children aged four to eighteen were involved to some extent in the 
care of their sick parents. Male children were the main carers in 40% of households. 
The children generally dealt appropriately with the parents' symptoms and correcdy 










Seventy one percent of carers believed that thell: paren[ woulu get better. The 
childn:n idemified their greatest hardships as hunger (43%), lack of money for 
school (29%) and parent's illness (19%). Sixty nme percent asked for material 
support and the sa.me number reguested f:inancial suppOrt for schuolmg. 
Suppurt frum relatIves was mostly pruvided by grandmuthers and aunts. Five 
provided food, bve cared for the sick person and three helped with child care. Ten 
of the 35 households were never visited by relatives staying outside the homestead. 
From the wider community, neighbours were rhe most supportive group practically, 
helping Wlth food and nursing. Church groups were active in praying with families 
but most dtd not help materially or practicaUy. Eight families received support from 
local non governmental organisations and only two were visited by the OeparUnent 
of Welfare. 
Conclusions 
Poverty was the overriding issue negatively impacting on the families. It prevented 
adequate access to health care, nutrition and schooling. Poor infrastructure and 
government serVlces further compounded these problems as well as prevenang 
access to water, sanitation, education and government grants. 
Children were often found to be caring for rheir parents with uttle external support 
and would benefit from training as weU as supervlsion and counseUing from trained 
health workers. The children's role as carers fre(luently interfered with school 
attendance yet many of their teachers were unaware of their home circwnstances 
and did little to support them. Teachers' awareness of the social ptoblerns facing 
learners needs [0 be raised. 
Support by the extended farruly and commuruty lS often superficial and generalJ)' 
targets the sick parent while ignoring the children. Greater attention neeus to be 
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AIDS "\cguired immunodeficiency syndrome. _'\ coUectlon of signs and infections 
indicating the terminal stages of infection with the human immunodeficiency vu:us. 
CBO Community based OIiS"nisation; typically a grass-roots organisation formed by civic 
socIety. 
CINDI Network The children m distress netwO[k. A consortium of organisations and 
mdividuals that network in the interests of children affected by I lTV / AIDS in and around 
the Durban and Pietermaritzbuxg areas of KwaZuJu Natal. 
DOTS Direccly observed therapy short c()urse- the method used for ensuring that 
patients comply with their six month's treatment fO[ rubercuJosis. 
FOST Farm orphan support trust of Zimbabwe 
Friends of Mosvold Hospital A trust fund established by the hospital to help channel 
funds to projects which can help benefit the health of the popuJation of Ingwavwna health 
distnct. 
GP A medically gualified general practitioner. 
HBC Home based care 
HIV The human immunodeficiency virus responsible for causing AIDS (see above). 
Kraal The traditional homestead where the extended family stays surrounded by a thorn 
fence 
NGO Non-government oriS"nisation. 
Nompilo. Community health worker. There are 160 of these in Ingwavuma Health 
District. 
Pap Maize meal- the staple food in Ingwavuma 
STD Sexually transmitted disease; a disease typically, but not always exclusively transmitted 
tluough sexual lI1tercourse e.g. AIDS, syphilis, gonorrhoea, chlamydia, herpes. 
Shemula water scheme A scheme which purifies water ftom the Pongola River and pipes 












Traditional healer A person trained to beal people either througb divmation or through 
using local berbs. 
UNAIDS JointCnited Nations programme on HIV / AIDS 
V1P. Ventilation improved pit latrine; a pH toilet with a pipe to allow better all: flow and 
reduced smell and flies compared to a simple pit lattine. 











ChRpt er 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background to research 
Ingwavuma Dismct is 3 deep rural district lying in the north of Kwa'Lulu NataL It JS 
bordered by Swaziland to me west, Mozambigue to the north and the Pongola River 
to the southeast. The area covers some 2100 km2 and has an estimated population 
size of 110000. The terrain consists of the Lebombo Mountains in the west, and the 
Pongola Oood plains in the east. Homesteads are scallered over the whole health 
district withoLlt any formalised grOUplf1?; in the way of villages. There lS a higher 
concenlfation of homesteads around Ingwavuma Tuwn, and the l\;dutnu area wluch 
both boast a sma)J shopping cencre, poSt office and an Ithala Bank, but the majority 
of people live in remoee homeste:lds several hundred metres from the nearest track 
ur road. 
Peuple survive through rrugrant labom, subsistence famung and [he sharing of 
govenuneDt grants. Thirty six percent of huuseholds have no regular S0Ufce of 
income (Demographics 2002) . The extended family srructure is srill slrong. and 
polygamy is pracriscd in some pans of the discrict Many women have five or morc 
cluldren, and it is n0t uncorrunon to fInd mothers with ten children. There are no 
local statistics for HIV available. but the Kwa7.ulu NataJ antenatal figure of 36% 
seems to reflect the number of AIDS deaths. 
Mosvold Ilospital is a 246 bedded rusuict hospital, which is siruated in the town of 
Ingwavuma. The hospital has had an AIDS Team since 1990 and has long been 
aware uf the impending epidemic in the health ward. Now, as the epidemic reaches a 










include care for the dying and the orphans left behind. In 2000, the team put together 
a comprehensive plan to tackle the epidemic at all levels. This included providing 
support to orphans in the community, and in June 2000, Ingwavuma Orphan Care 
was established. Ingwavuma Orphan Care is a non-profit organisation, which was 
started as a joint venture between the Departments of Health, Welfare and 
,\griculture. It receives private funding and empluys a full time coordinator whu is 
responsible for meeting the aims of the project. The project helps orphans who arc 
living in the community through advocacy to access government grants, payment of 
schuol fees, cummunity mobilisatIOn, pruvision of food and clothes parcels and 
raising awareness of the orphans' problems. As well as identifYlOg orphans who have 
lost both parents, the project registers children who are living with sick and terminally 
ill parents. There were 1200 children registered with the project in October 2001, and 
it is suspected that there are hundreds more in the district that have not yet been 
identified. Children are being registered at a rate of 1 00 per month. 
In October 2001, Mosvold HospitaJ AIDS Team also received funds to start up a 
Home Based Care project It is modelled on the "Integrated community-based home 
care" (ICHC) model (Defillipi 2000), started by South Coast Hospice, which has 
proved successful in rural areas. Home Based Carers were trained frum November to 
January, and started work in February 2002, towards the end of the data collection 
period. The project provides support to people dying at home as well as their 
families, and dovetails with the work of the orphan project. Initial funding has 
allowed for the project to commence in five communities in the health ward. It is 
hoped that further funding will eventually allow expansion to cover the whole health 
cUstrlCt. 
1.2 Description of the Problem 
The number of orphans in KwaZulu Natal is growing at an alarming rate. It is 
estimated that there are already between 197 000 and 250 000 orphans in the 
province and that by 2015 orphans will comprise 9-12% of the total population 











felt the full impact of the AIDS epidemic and have developed models tu cope with 
the terminally ill and the orphans, the government is still lonking for ways to provlde 
meaningfuJ care in the South African setting. Curren~y in South Africa there are 
more people infected with HfV than in any other African country. Without 
significa nt changes in treatment or sexual behaviour J[ is predicted that abuut 15% of 
children under 15 year and 30% of children 15 tn 17 years will be orphaned by 2015 
(Bradshaw, Johnson, Schneider, Bow:ne & Dorrington 2002). However the problems 
of orphanhood start before the death of a parent. When the sole parent becomes sick 
the household is often without lncome and the child must watch the parent slowly 
die. The country is facing a challenge for which there is little knowledge or experience 
to draw on. It is vital that research projects surrounding the issues facing affected 
children are carrieu out urgently to give health and welfare personnel detailed 
in formation about the problems that they must address. This will ensure besr use of 
limited resources. 
This research project ainlS to build on the framework already est!lblished by the 
Ingwavuma Urphan Care Project, to identify the needs of orphans and "pre-
orphans", and to seek ways of strengthening the care of these children in the 
community. It focuses on "child-headed households", specifically those in which 
children arc now caring for their dying parents. 
The national, provincial and local government are seeking solutions to t.h e orphan 
problem, as are NGOs such as Nelson Mandela's ChjJdren's l:und. A rapid ap praisal 
carried out by Smarr in 1999 recommended a need for further research into how 
families and communities can be strengthened to cope with AIDS orphans and 
vulnerable children. E Wekesa (2000b) of the Kenyan Ministry of Planning and 
Finance echued this need for a survev into coping mechanisms a t community level 
and the kind of support re'luireJ by children affected by HIV lArDS. A report by 
Desmond and Gow (2001) commems that "at time o f writing no household studies 
specifically on the impact. of HIV had be~n completed in South _\frica, although a 











1.3 Significance of Specified Problem 
Testing of women attencli.ng the antenatal clinic in Mosvold Hospital shows that 50% 
are now HIV positive (unpublished data). Those children who survive longer than 
thelf mother will have to live tluough their parents' sickness and death before gOll1g 
on to bewme orphans. This clearly amounts to a significant part of the child 
population 
While some families still live as extended families, and the duldren do not face the 
death of their parents alone, other families exist as nuclear families, and the burden 
for nursing for the dying parent faUs primarily on their duldren. The death of parents 
has an impact on children whether or not there are other adults Lving in the 
household, and this is a situation that wlll be faced by at least a third of children in 
KwaZulu Natal over the next 10 years as the "\IDS epidemic matures. Yet this 
subject bas received very little attention tl1Ioughout the world. This research project 
aims to h.igb.Lght issues that need to be tackled, and bring the attention of poLcy 
makers, the mecfu and other role players to the needs of these children. 
1.4 Purpose of Investigation 
The purpose of this research is to describe the problems, extemal support and coping 
sttategies of children Lving with and/or caring for their terminaUy ill parents in the 
Ingwavuma Health District. 
Objectives 
"To determine the availability of cxtemal support to children caring for a 
terminaUy ill paren t. 
"To describe the affected children's perceptions of theu sltllabon 
"To explore how child carers manage various symptoms of their parent's 
illness 
"To provide information, which will direct the response of the 























LITERATURE REVI EW 
Neither words i/or statiJtin can adequatelY cCTjJttlJY the humall tragedy of childJYn grievingjor c!Jillg 
01' dead paJYnts, stigmatised by so(iety through aJJollation with 1 IlV I AIDS, plllll/!,ed into f("onomic 
crisis alld imemn(J I?J the death of their parenh' alld stnrggling without serVices or suppol1 systems in 
impoverished communities (L'j\jlCnF 1999). 
2.1 Effects of the AIDS epidemic on [he household in Africa 
2.1. 1 Alterations ill hOt/sehold make-up 
It is precticted thal the AIDS epidemic will cause an increase in deaths, reduced 
fertility and thus fewer births, slowing or pOlenriaUy reversing population growth in 
Sub-Saharan ;\frica. By 2010, this part of .\fric::l may have 71 million less people and 
il greater number of widows, widowers and orphans who will increase dependency 
ratios (Drimie 2002), 
In the past, it was unusual LO ftnd homes lI1 Africa headed by single pan:nLS, as i.f one 
partner dieJ, the other wouJd soon remarry. Women in many African cuJrures would 
marry the brother or close male rebtive of her husband (widow inherirance), thus 
ensuring that the family l.J.ne would be cared for and continue. This practise is 
decreasing, and widows are increasingly left to care for themselves and their children 
(Ntozi & Nakayiwa 1999). In 1995, it was noted that there was an increase in female-
headed households in Uganda (Ntozi & Zirimenya 1999). Ntozi & Zirimenya noted 
that the majority of widows under 30 years leave their husband's family home after 
the death of the husband, many under duress of the husband's relatives. These 
changes have also been noted ll1 Tanzarua, where a study also mentions that femaJe-
headed households have lower income, less access to food and smaller bnd-holdings 











A study carried out in the Free State by Boovsen, van Rensburg, Bachmann, 
Englebrecht & Steyn (2002) noted that HN in fected homes haJ a smaUer supply of 
labom within the hous~hold and a greater number of children and eld~rly persons 
than households not affected by HIV. Th.is was also found in lngwavuma 
(Schroeder 2003) where households that had taken in orphans were larger and more 
Likely to be female headed than those without Olphans. Thus the burden of disease is 
falling on households least able to cope with it. 
Foster, Makufa, Drew & Kralovec (1997) have looked at the emergence of chiJd-
headed households. A household is so deEined when a child (0-18 years) is the person 
primarily responsible for the day to day mnning of the household, child-care, 
breadwinning and household supervlswn. An "accompanied ch.ild-headed 
household" is one in wruch an adult is pres~nt, but bas no or littk responsibility for 
the household as that person is too old, too sick or disabled. Child-headed 
households were ftrst noted in the late 1980s in Uganda, and are Likely to become 
lllcreasingly common as the AIDS epidemic worsens. In Foster, Makufa, Drew & 
Ktalovec's study of 43 households, children assumed headsh.ip during the mother's 
tennioal illness in 4 households. In most households a child or adolescent assumed 
h.eadship upon the death of the last remaio.io.g parent. Children stayed in their home 
rather than move in with relatives either because they wanted to (22%), there was no 
relative (:10%), or the relatives clid not want the children to move in with th~m (62%). 
There are cliffering views on the effect of AIDS on the extended family. Ilunter • 
Ka.ijage, Maarck, Kiondo & Masanja (19<)7) write; "although it has become popular to 
say that AIDS is destroying the extended family :;ystem in Sub-Saharan Africa, it may 
simply be hastening its evolution." Foster, Maku fa, Drew & Ktalovec (1997) 
comment that the houses beaded by ch.ildr<:n(0-J8yrs) or adolescents (13-24 yrs) at<: a 
new expression of the extended family's coping mechanism, rather than the result of 
children slipping through the safety net. In the case of child-and adolescent-headed 











2.1.2 cconomi( (omequenl'CJ' 
.'\s well ;is affecting the makeup of the household, AIDS has an adverse effect on the 
economy of the household. The AIDS epJdeffiJc is likely to lead to greater pov<.:rty 
among affected families pushing some non-poor households into poverty and some 
very poor households into destitution (Drim.ie 2002). 
A study in Uganda (Ntozi '1997a) showed r.hat 75% of AIDS affected households 
suffered financial problems, in 18% regular work was suspended, and 6.7% 
experienced social isolarion. The Free State Study (Booysen, van Rensburg, 
Bachmann, Englebrecht & Steyn 2002) found that households used up an av<.:rage of 
21 months of savings when caring for a sick person and 38 months of savings when a 
Jeath (Jccurred in the family. A large prospective survey carried out in Rwanda 
(Donovan, Baile)" Mpyisi & Weber 2003) found that the level of debt incre;ised in 
46% of households with a chxorUcaUy ill aduJt whik another 20% of such households 
had used their savings during the illness. This study a Iso foun d tha t 6'] % of families 
had less to e;it or a less varied diet when a young male adult was ill, and 44% had less 
when a female young aduJt was ill. 
"Wo! Z;ipheh izingane" was a study, which was carried out in the Pietermaritzburg 
regjon (Nfarcus 1 SJ99). It was an exploxatory qualitative wvesrigabon of poor peoples' 
perceptions of death and dying in the AIDS epidemic. The study highLghts the plight 
of orphans left behind. Invariably there is a drop in socio-economic status on the 
death of the parents. Those left to care for th<.: orphans fwd that they did not have 
enough money to feed and clothe the children in their care, and feel helpless and 
neglectful. There were only ;i few instances where the families seemed [0 be coping. 
Schroeder (2003) likewise found that orphan households in Ingv/avuma were food 
i.nsecure when compared to families who had not adopted AIDS orphans and were 
able to grow less than half of their food reqw.remenrs. 
2.1.3 The needs of the terminallY ill adult 
The course of HIV/AIOS is variable among individuals and typiC;iUy consists of 











possible complications and length of survival. Typical common symptoms include 
pain (52%), tiredness (50%), anxiety (40%) and sleep clisturbance (37%) (UNAIDS 
2000). KikuJe (2003) found that patients' greatest need is for pain relief. In order to 
improve quality of life, it is important therefore that the HIV posItive persun has 
access to health facilities which will provide adequate pain relief and counselling as 
well as treatment of acute infections . 
. \s well as health needs, ill parents require practical support. In a L'gandan study 
(Gilborn, Nyonyintono, Kmnbumbuli & Jagwe-Wadda 2001), I lIV positive parents 
reported that they needed help with child care (80.2%) anJ help with other daily 
activities such as fetching water, cooking, shopping (81.3%). They received help some 
of the time from older children, mothers, siblings and brothers-in-law. However, fear 
of stigma and rejection has been noted to prevent people living wlth\IDS from 
accessing support and treatment (Russel & SchneiJer 2000). 
There need for a "continuum of care" has been well documented (Russel & 
Schneider 2000). This includes a comprehensive range of services inclucting 
counselling and testing, clinical management, nursing care and community based 
social support. Social support covers emotional, psychological, physical, medical and 
economic support. Most of these are expected to be provided by the family anJ 
friends 0 f the sick person (N tozi 1997a). 
Hunger has also been reported to be an issue facing HIV positive people. In a focus 
group in South iUrica, a nurse commented "You know, I really wonder whether 
some patients aren't dying of starvation and not AIDS" (Russel & Schneider 2000). 
The problems faced in accessing government grants were also mentioned by the 
group. This contributes to the inability to access food. 
Many ill parents are worried about their children's future, especially conceming their 
access to food and education (Gil born, Nyonyintono, Kambumbuli & Jagwe-Wadda 
2001, Russel & Schneider 2000). They also worry about their own declining health, 











realise that there is a need to appoint a guardian for their children, but many Jo nut 
Jo so in practise, either because they do not know of someone suitable, or the, are 
afraid to disclose their sickness. 
2.2 The impact of the AIDS epidemic on children 
As partlnis and olher family members become til, (htldrtln lake on grealer rtlspo17s1bility for income 
generalion, food prodJlclion and Cartl oj family members. Thry fmt demased amJJ 10 adequale 
mllfilion, basic heallh cate, hOJlJing and dolhing (UNAlDS 2002). 
2.2.1 The pSJlhological impad of sickness and betta/lemenl on chtldlttl 
The strain on children liVlI1g with their dying parents has been described 111 Lganda 
(Senegendo & Nambi 1997). Sixteen percent of the 15-19 year olds in the study 
combined schooling with caring for their ,ick parent, while 9% left school to care for 
the sick parent. At the start of the parents' illness, 18% were sad but hopeful, 19% 
felt sad and hopeless, 30% were too young to know what was going on. When the 
paren t became very sick, 49% of the children were afraid that the parent would die, 
while 28% were too young to know. When the parent dieJ, 50% felt very sad and 
helpless and only 2% felt positive about facing the future. These findings go against 
the conunonly held belief in some ,\frican culMes that children do not have 
emotional problems. 
Looking at the psychological effects of bereavement, several stressors are present at 
the same time; grief over the death of a parent, fear about the future, separation from 
siblings, distress about worsening economic conditions and HIV / AIDS related 
stigmatisation and discrimination (UNAIDS 2000). Children have the same fears and 
concerns regdrding [-IN as adults and need access to the sam" infurmation to 
alleviate these fears (Alidri, ,,\cidri, MaweJJe & Ireland 2002). AIDS orphans 
experience feelings of loneliness, fear, depression and sadness. They need 
psychological support, but the gIieving process 1S often hindered by the cultural 
norms and taboos of society, in which children are not expected to have ur express 
feelings (Nanteza, Sharpe, Ssentongo & Nabbosa 2000). There is little meaningful 











are separated from their dying parent and excluded from the mourning process. 
These cultural rnboos cuntribute to the trauma they experience (Beatsun 2002). 
Child.ren themselves have been able to vocalise these issues in focus groups (Beatson 
2002, AliOO, /\ClOO, Mawejje & Iremnd 2002) or using participatory tools such as role 
play, d.rawing and ranking (prang 2000) Problems the duld.ren identified include: 
• Loss of duldhood due to overwhelming household responsibilities 
• Lack of communication with care-givers and no one to talk to about their 
situation 
• Inadeguate information on how HIV will affect them and their parents 
• Poor access to health services 
• Limited efforts to reduce stigma and discrimination towards themselves and their 
families 
• Many c1uld.ren are caring for dying relatives without preparation or support 
The children in these studies recommend: 
• Encouraging adult family members and care givers to involve duld.ren in 
counselling sessions. 
• IntegratlIlg play into duld-targeted counselling sessions. 
• Educating child.ren about HIV / AIDS before they are told of a relative's HI\' 
status 
• Integrating psychosocial support for c1uld.ren into existing corrununity and home 











These psycholog!cal needs are being lIlCreasmgly recognised and many NGOs have 
set up programmes to address them. A project in IGmpaJa, (lganda has taken on the 
issue of working with parents to inform their children about their illness. The 
mothers write memory books with the children, recording important family history 
anJ rusclose their status to their children. It has been found that the children involved 
take an interest in caring for their sick parents and ask questions regarding their own 
health and that of their parents. They also plan for their future when their parent has 
rued (Nyamayarwo 2000). 
In Bulawayo, weekly IZids Clubs have been set up to provide psychosocial support to 
4500 children. Csing 150 youth volunteers, these clubs have led to a better guality of 
life for the children as well as being a highly effective youth HN / AIDS prevennon 
strategy (IGseke & Germann 2002). 
2.2.2 Impa,·1 on Children's Health 
lIN mainly infects young adults many of whom are parents. While only one in three 
children born to infected mothers will themselves be HIV positive and rue in 
childhood, the health of the HIV negative children is also adversely affected by tbeir 
parent's sickness and death. In Kenya it is projected that deaths in the under fives will 
increase by over 15% m the period 1999-2008, while deaths among infants will 
increase by 8-11% in the same period due to the AIDS epidemic (Wekesa 2000b). 
The South African Department of Soc!al Development reports that "uninfected 
children born to infected mothers have a 2.4 to ~.6 nmes increased mortality rate 
than children born to uninfected mothers" (Dept Social Development Guidelines). 
This is thought to be a conseguence of children being born with HIV infection, but 
also due to an increased exposure to opportunistic in fections such as tuberculosis and 
pneumonia, increased poverty and social factors such as lack of proper care of 
children whose parents rue of MDS (piwoz & Prebal 2000, Wekesa 2000a). 
A rapid appraisal of chilru·en living with HIV j,>\IDS was carried out in ] 999 in South 
Africa (Smart ]999). This states that ,\IllS produces young orphans, and younger 











less ~kely to be lmmunlsed and taken to health care facilities In many commuwties, 
clUldren whose parents have rued frum AIDS are at more nsk of dying from 
preventable ruseases because any sickness that befaUs them is atUlbuted to _\IDS and 
thus regarded as un treatable. 
These fU1dingS are echoed in a Kenyan paper (Wekesa 2000b) wfUch also emphasised 
that problems begin long before their parents die. Frequent sicknesses suffered by the 
parents lead to inadequate care and poor access to food and health care fur aU family 
members. The study showed an increase 1Il the under 5 mortality could not be 
attributed to HIV infection among the clUldren alone. 
2.2.3 Impact OT! Jl1ItritioT! and food SWlrlly 
In South l\frica approximately 14 million people are vulnerable to fovd insecUlity. 
One in fOLl! clUldren below the age of six has been stunted due to malnutritivn 
(Schroeder 2003). The Project for Statisocs on J .iving Standards and Development 
(1994) estimated that 39% of the population were not meeting a daily energy 
requirement of 2000 kilocalories a day. 
Various studies report that being an orphan adversely affects the clUld's nutritional 
status. Stunting is higher amvng orphans than other clUldren, even if other factvrs are 
controUed for (Deninger, Garcia & Subbarao 2003). The impact is particularly severe 
in poor households. AIDS kills the most productive members of the family. 
Popuhttions dependent on subsistence farming will be particciJarly affected as fanulies 
face labour shortages, asset depletion and loss of fa mung knowledge (Haddad & 
Gillesple 2001). AIDS increases dependency ratios and impairs the intergenerational 
transfer of skills, abilities and knowledge within households (Schroeder 2003). 
2.2.4 SOlial Problems of orphanhood and parental illness 
Problems in clUld-headed households are ~sted as poverty, htck of adult supervlslvn, 
stunting and hunger, educativnal failure, lack of medical care, psychological problems, 
disruption of normal clUldhood, exploitation, early maniage, discnminaoon, child 











1<)97, Smart 1999) .. \ study in South A.frica found the .,'\.IDS urphan, are being 
ostraclsed by their conununities and exploited by relatives who take them in with the 
aim of getting a state grant (Thompson 2001). However, studies show that many of 
these problems start before the HTV infected parent dies, and Jt is reconunended that 
children living with HfV positive parents need as much help as orphans do (llunter 
& Williamson 1997). 
The FOCUS Project in Zimbabwe carried (Jut a self-evaluation in 1999 CCee 2002). 
This included workshops with the orphans to investigate whether their needs were 
being met. It was found that the orphans were often discriminated against by their 
carers, peers and at school. Sexual abuse was also a big problem. The orphans felt 
that v01unteers who came to their households actually spent more time taUcing to the 
head of the househ01d, and did not listen to the orphans themselves. Importantly, it 
was noted that the orphans' perceptions of their needs and the percepouns of the 
volunteers and project leaders were often guite different. The study concluded that 
there was a need for greatet empowerment of the orphans, and the orphans should 
have a more active vOJce in the running of the project themselves. 
A llgandan study which looked at care of orphans showed that 18% of orphans care 
for themselves, while 45% are cared for by relatives (Ntozi 1997b). The conununity 
felt that the orphans received adeguate care with regards socllil support, adeguate care 
in the way of food provision, but poor support with regards provision of education 
and clothing. Yet another study in l lganda (NtoZl, Afumbisbwe, Odwee, Aiyga & 
Okurut 1999) reported that 47% of households assisting orphans lacked money for 
schooling, compared to 10% of households without orphans. Orphans were more 
lil<ely than othet children to end up stunted and malnourished, and were sometimes 
robbed of their inheritance or forced into early marriages. Female orphans face more 
problems than male orphans, being more at risk of sexual abuse and exploitation, 
while older children are worse a ffected than younger ones, facing problems of being 












2.2.5 Impact 011 Ed"cation 
Children also are affected by the impact of the AIDS epidemic on the!! scnooling. 
Tne education system is being eroded as teachers and officials at every level die 
prematurely. Tnese are eJther not replaced Of replaced by less experienced staff. In 
the Central African Republic, teachers' murtality Increased by 13% between 1996 anu 
1997 (Fassa 2000). Nearer to home, It is reported that Swaziland is losing teachers at 
an alarming but unknown rate, and there is no clear mirusterial strategy to combat the 
effects of the epidemic (King, Whiteside, Crownie & Thomlinson 2000). In KwaZuJu 
Natal, attrition rates of 6.7% were Doted in 1999 and it is estimated that over 60 000 
new educators will be required by 2010 just to keep educator/learner ratios at theu 
current level. This is equivalent to the number of educators currently in the state 
system (Desmond & Gow 2001). 
The impact of HfV on the housenold poverty, as mentioned above, is also reflected 
in falling school enrolment. Grade I enrolment had a historic growth of 3-5% per 
year over the last 20 years. nowever since 1999, enrolments have been going down at 
a rate equivalent to 12% per year. It is thought that this decline in enrolment is largely 
attributable to HfV / AIDS (Desmond & Gow 2001). The study in the hee State, 
(Buoysen, van Rensburg, Bacnmann, Englebrecht & Steyn 2002) found 5.2% of 
children in HfV affected houses were not schooling. The percentage was higher for 
older children in poorer, female-headed households. In Tanzania pinsworth, Beegle 
& Koda 2002), it was found that the death of a parent led to dehyed enrolment 
among young children from low economic status. A 1 'gandan study (Gilbom, 
Nyonyintono, Kambumbuli & Jagwe-Wadda 2001) found that day to day school 
attendance was worse among older children living with HfV positive parents than for 
orphans uf a similar age. This suggested that the children were being taken out of 
schuol due to an increase in domestic responsibilibes at home. OveraU it has been 
seen that orpnans are less likely than non-orphans to be at a proper educatiunal level, 
With the effect being stronger at younger ages (6-10 years) than older (11 14 years). 











2003), Decreased school enrolment for orphans is well documented (Deninger, 
Garcia & Subbarao 2003) (Figure 1) 
Who is in school? 
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Those a ffected children who do still manage to a nend school may be teased or 
discriminated against by teachers and peers. \ t the National Children's ~:orum in 
August 2001 (which was attended by urphans from Ingwavuma), children reponed 
being expeUed from school, threatened by teachers, excluded from the school feeding 
scheme or punisbed for not completing their homework. The teachers \Vere often 
unaware of the children's home cucwnstances (Giese 2002a). In Tanzania (Hunter & 
Williamson 1998), teachers noted neg<ttive emotional changes in children who have 
seen their parents die of AIDS. "Many seemed confused, some acted as if retarded". 
Twenry seven percent of childreo in a llg<tndan study (Gilborn, Nyonyintono, 
Kambwnbuli & Jagwe-Wadda 2001) reported a decrease in performance at school 
which they attributed to missing school to cart: for parents, an increase in household 











2.3 The roJe of children as care providers 
"ThoJe .rtrjfen·,1j!. wilhout respite from AIDS are tbe children oj IhOJ"e ajjlided, lvho have Ivatr!Jed 
thfirparen/J die, Jometrmes lIJfJJllIg them alone. )I (Hunter & WilliamJon 1998) 
Children are increasingly be111g forced to take on the role of caregiver and 
breadwinner. They are unable to access social security grants, being under age, and 
must rely on neighbours, relatives or organisations for hand-outs. However, few 
studies to date have focused on this group of care givers. 
In Botswana, a study was carried out looki.ng at girls as carerS (Tlou 2000). T\Venty 
three mral girls aged 11-16 who were caring for a relative (parent, uncle, aunt, older 
sibling) were interviewed. The girls did the care giving after school hours. It was 
found that they had inadequate knowledge about Hrv / AIDS, and mOSt were not 
even aware that their relative had A IDS. 1ney expressed feelings of fear, 
hopelessness as well as fabgue and lack of sleep from caring at night. They also 
rwssed out on time for homework and exuacurricuJar activitles. 
A study of 200 youth living in slums 111 Kenya (I.<.ahinga 2000) found that the youth 
were active in care and support for their peers, parents and family members infected 
by Hrv. However, they lacked basic medical and nursing skills, counselling skills, 
information on infection control, hygiene and nutrition. They were willing to receive 
training so tha t they cuuld be better carers. 
A positive model of clUld carer is found 111 Kenya (Lenya, Dimba, Aduwa & 
Odiembo 2002). Here the Association of People \Vith AIDS in Kenya (TAPWAK) 
has acknowledged the role of dllidren as carers and provides traj.n.ing for them. 
ClUldren's roles include maintai.ning hygiene, dispensing medicines (both oral and 
intravenous), continence care, pain control and family care. The clUldren are 
counselled and taught about Hrv /:\IDS prevennon, nursing and bome based care by 
conununity workers. The project leaders commenL that the clUldren are useful as 
alternative care providers. The clUldren in turn benefit by ga.JJ1.lIlg a greater 











supportive partnership in caring for people with A IDS. J Iowever, it is not reported 
how this role impacts on the children's schooling, recreation time and socialisation. 
2.4 Traditional African practices for caring for the sick and children 
Most African conununities had strong kinship ties and· extended families which 
function as sucial support systems in times of need. In many ,\frican societies failure 
of family members to care for the sick is believed to lnvoke the deceased person's 
spuit against the culpnts (,\nkrah 1993). A traditional care system has been described 
in southwest Uganda (Ntozi 2000) where the principal carers for the sick arc women. 
The women whu care for the sick of both sexes are relatives such as grandmothers, 
mothers, sisters, sisters-ill-Jaw, cousins and aunts, However if a m"ale is seriously 
unwell, women apart from the wife are excluded from caring for [he patient as they 
are nut allowed to handle the private parts of other relatives. In these cases male 
relatives such as adult sons, brothers and cousins become the carers. 
Within the extended family system, children who are orphaned are usually taken in 
by a relative such as an uncle or an aunt (Gilbum, Nyunyintono, Kambumbuli & 
Jagwe-Wadda 2001). However, Madhavan (2003) argues that in South Africa 
traditional family life was alread  severely disrupted by apartheid, even before the 
AIDS epidemic, due to male labour migration to the mines. This led to children being 
fostered by a va.riery of kin and non-kin. ,\s men left the villages tu work on the 
mines and live in hostels, children were either cared for by theu mothers or moved 
around other relatives if both parents lived in hostels (Ramphele 1993). Such child-
rearing during apartheid had negative consequences fut the children lnvolved. 
Finchman and Thomas (1984) found that malnourished children were more likely to 
come from homes where they were cared for by someone other than their mother. 
Burman and I'uchs (1986) noted that children of divorced couples ended up in the 
care of relatives and encountered health problems and delayed educatiunal progress. 
Fostered children were also discriminated against and made to worl, harder while 












2.5 The impact of HIV I AIDS, increasing poverty and social change on 
traditional caring practices 
In 2001, the Cnited Nations Secretary General noted that the AIDS epidemic was 
changing the way communities operate and destabilisrng traditional support systems 
(D rimie 2002). 
In Uganda it was found that the extended family is finding it increasingly difficult to 
cope with caring for sick members as those who are left are themselves too young, 
too old or too sick (Ntozi & Nakayiwa 1999). Patients were found to be care<! for by 
parents (45%), siblings (17%), and their children (3.~%) in 1992/1 The number 
cared for by their children had risen to 4.5% in 1995. Another l:gandan study, carried 
out in 1997 (Ntozi 1997a), found that primary carers were parents (38%), spouses 
(18%) and children (11 %). Thus the percent;\ge of children being left to care for their 
parents can be seen to be increasU1g with time. Clan members were expected to help 
with nursing, food and arranging funerals, however, in reality additional support was 
minimaJ. 
A study in Botswana found that care of sick patients was left exclusively to female 
family members. Some had to quit their jobs in order to care for the sick person 
(Kelesitse 2000). Cru:ing at home can therefore have severe economic repercussions 
for the carer. In addition the carer may feel isolated and stigmatised (Magada 2002). 
In Tanzania (Hunter & Williamson 1998), it was noted that support from family 
members and friends may be more available in the early phases of the illness, but 
[inances are exhausted by the illness and funeral and there is then little financ.ial help 
left to support the orphans. 
Regarding the care of children, there is debate as to how well the extended family lS 
coping. Ankrah (1993) states that while HIV I AIDS has forced a reorganization of 
the family and clan structure, there is every reason to be optimistic that the new 
arrangements can succeed. She states that even child-headed households are often 











traditional fostering systems nave been able to bear the additional burdens created by 
AIDS and it is our bias that they continue to do so". 
However, the United Nations C:lUJdren's Fund (UNICEF 1999) is more pesslmistic; 
reporting that i\frica's safety net for orphans in the shape of deep rooteu kinslup ties 
is unable to cope with the growlOg numbers of orphans as a result of the AIDS 
epidemic in the most affected countries (Drimie 2002). Nyambedha, Wandibba & 
Aagaard-Hansen(2003) in Kenya found that there was significant 12ck of participation 
of the larger extended family in support of oLphans. Most assistance was confU1ed to 
the household resources in wluch the orphan was accommodated. Tlus was parcly 
attributable to poverty but it was also thought that changes in traditional values 
brought about by modernization have changed the role of the traditional family. 
Clearly the debate is still open and ongoing research is needed to find out what is the 
true situation. 
2.6 Home Based Care 
2.6.1 Models oj home based CaTF 
The Pattnerslup for Home Based Care in Rural Areas, Uganda, has noteu that care of 
the sick and dying is carried out on four levels; clinic-based (including doctors and 
nurses), commlmity-based (including community health workers and volunteers), 
home-based (including family and friends) and self-based (involving the patient 
lumsel0 (UN,\lDS 2001). There is a need to build bridges between these levels of 
care. Eight examples of "best practise" ill care have been identified by UNAIDS. 
These models function along the principles laid down in the WHO's 1993 Home 
Care Handbook wluch encourages comprehenslve care, a continuum of care, 
integration with government services, a prevention component and use of local 
resources. Typically the projects included in the review train local community 
workers who visit affected families providing support in the way of basic nursing 
training, provision of basic medicines, advice on drawing up wills, and in some cases 











Apart from TAPWAK, detailed above, the only other model identified which targets 
child carers is the Kariobangi Community Home Based Care Progranune, started in 
1986, to provide support to families at their homes. They run a Child Crisis Centre 
where children caring for sick parents can receive training in .caring for sick parents 
and how to bring ur younger siblings. They may return to the centre at any time for 
ongoing advice and support (CNAIDS 2001, Eight case studies). 
Models of Home Based Care also exist in South Africa, with the "integrated 
community-based home care" (ICHC) model, started by South Coast Hospice, being 
seen as one of the most successful (Defilippi 2000). In this model, volunteers are 
trained in basic nursing and counselling skills. The volunteers visit sick people in their 
conununities and train the family on how to care for the sick person and provide 
psychological support. The carers are supported and monitored by gualified nursl11g 
staff. The Masoyi Project in Mpumalanga, the Centre for Positive Care and a few 
others also uses volunteers to provide HBC to the sick. They place emphasis on 
teaching people to be self reliant rather than dependent on others (Russel & 
Schneider 2000). 
2.6.2 Effediveness of home based tare 
Home Based Care (HBC) has been introduced as a cost-effective strategy for caring 
for the terminally ill in maoy countries affected by the epidemic. }, study of four 
Home Based Care Projects in Uganda found that the mean survival period of clients 
on their programmes was 3.5 years. Over 70% of clients never needed admission to 
hospital. HBC was holistic and three times cheaper than hospital care (SentlUnbwe & 
Nantege 2000). 
TASO (The AIDS Support Organisation) in Uganda report that HBC led to clients 
being more able to disclose their status, a reduction in the nlUnber of opportunistic 
infections and better skills among relatives caring for the clients (Butuuro, 
Tumusiirne, Denyonga & Kaddu 2000). A project in Nairobi, Kenya has noted other 











community (Opundo 2000). Thus HBC plays a preventive role ill combating the 
spread of HN as weU as providing cate fot those infected. 
A review of six HBC projects in Malawi (Masika 2000) found that a little input seems 
to make a big dlifference to the coping ability and the quality of care given to clients 
requesting Home Based Care. Greatest needs included food and access to basic 
health services. The schemes generaUy provided counselling, practical and material 
support, basic nursing care, informacion and advice to relacives. ~\lso in ~1alawi) 
Buhendwa, Zacharaih & Labana (2002) found that introducing home based care to 
995 clients lead to a reduction in morbidlity form 50% to 15 %. Stigma dlisappeared 
and the people living with AIDS formed groups which provided psychusocial 
support, solidarity and a positive attitude to life. 
However, it should be noted that policies and servlCes ptovided by home based care 
programmes are often geared to the needs of the adult and children's needs are often 
ignored. This was found to be the case in Indlia by Mebra, Sakhuja & Pan war (2002). 
2.7 The South African Government's Plans 
In South Africa, an HN /A.lDS/STD Strategic Pilin (2000-2005) was ueveloped in 
early 2000. The stated aim of the document was that aU Government Departments, 
organisations and stakeholders would use the document to develop their own plans, 
so that the initiatives in the country would be hal1110nised (Dept of Health 2000). In 
urder to deal with the effects of HN / AIDS on children specifically, the government 
has drawn up a document entitled "National Integrated Plan for Children Infected 
and Affected by HIV" (Dept Education, Health & Social Development 2000). This 
plan is to be implemented jointly by the Departments of Health, Social Development 
and Educatiun. The fuur main areas covered by the plan include COt11JTlUnity based 
care and support; strengthening voluntary counselling and testing iniri2tives; life skills 
and IlN / AIDS education in schools; community outreach/mobilisation. As with the 
strategic plan, the document has been drawn up at national level, and it IS up to 











A budget has been allocated to this plan, but due to the late uansfer of funds, the 
provinces only spent 36.5% of the budget in 2000 (Desmond & Gow 2001). In shurt 
"there is a yawning gap berween policy formulation and lmplemcntation" (Desmond 
& Gow 2001). Marcus (1999) also comments tha t welfare responses are being clriven 
by Cust efficiency and economic rationality rather than social obligation and there are 
few safety nets for poor households and communities. 
A foud security policy for South Africa (1997) hos developed suategies tu ensure that 
there is sufocient affordable food avaiJable and that consumers arc able to moke 
healthy food choices. The suategies include: 
• Agricultural reform in order to optimise the economic empowerment of the more 
vulnerable and lmpoverished rural groups. 
• Ensuring that those eligible to social security are receiving their government 
services and in particular targeted benefits. 
• Protecting the livelihoods and food securit), of households during clisaster and 
stress periods. 
2.8 Summary 
While there is literature available on the effects of C\lDS on communities in .\/rica, 
very litcle focuses speciGcaUJ" on the role children are being forced to playas primary 
care gIvers for their par·ents. I'urthennore, what literature there is remains 
unpublished and clifficult to find rather than being in high profile juurnals. This 
conUasts greatly with the amount of literature available on care of orphans and more 
meclical aspects of AIDS such as cl,e use of antireuovirals. 
FurcllCrmore, there is very litcle literature being produced by South Africa despite it 
being a relatively affluent country wicll the monetary and academic potential to carry 
out research as WtU as being the country wicll cl,e greatest number of HIV positive 











seems clear that there is an urgenr need for more research to be carried out into the 
innpact of lIrv and chronic illness o f parents upon their children. This information is 














3.1 Literature review 
A review was conducted by search of absuacts from the AIDS 2000 conference, 
AIDS 2002 conference, lDterner search usmg PubMed, comacting organisations 
involved .in care of the terminally ill and orphans around A frica through the CINDI 
network and internet search of webs ires such as www.unaids.org.W\vw.m.rc.ac.za 
and www.sarpn.org.za . Furrher Lirerature was obrwed from the "Call to co-
orcU.nareJ action for children affected by HIV I AIDS" conference, held m Midrand in 
June 2002. 
3.2 Questionnaire design 
The study was a descriptive cross-sectional study carried out by using a structured 
interview based on a questionnaire (.'\ppenclix 1). The research project was designed 
and carried our shortly after ,\BT Associates, a fum of research consultants. did some 
research in the disrrict into the economic impacr of AIDS on households. Ir is hoped 
that the two projects will complement each other ill providing managers and policy 
makers with more information inro the effects of AIDS on the populat..ion of 
Ingwavuma. 
The questionnaire was designed to be in si.rnilar format to the ABT one. Questions 
included in the questionnaire however were changed to re/lecl Und.i.ngs and questions 
raised by the literature review. In line with the ABT sUlvey. the guesClonnllie was 
writren in English. The questionnaire was divided in to six sections; Section 1-
Household demographics, Section 2 - IlouseholJ characreristics, Section 3· SIck 











Three field workers were used; a psychology graduate who was volunteering with the 
orphan project, a home based carer and an lmemployed social development graduate. 
All were born and lived in the Ingwavuma area and spoke Zulu and English fluently. 
The field workers were orientated as to the purpose of the study, the inclusion criteria 
for interviewees and the meaning uf the guestiuns. Any clarifications were dealt with 
prior to going into the field. The home based carer took part in five interviews, the 
volunteer in twenty and the unemployed graduate in ten. The researcher was present 
at all interviews. The field workers asked the guestions in Zulu and elicited responses. 
The researcher had a fair grasp of Zulu and translated anJ recorded the answers on 
the guestionnaire herself. When she did not fully understand the answer given, she 
sought clarity from the field worker. 
3.3 Ethical approval 
The project was presented to the ethical comrruttee at Mosvold Hospital. The 
committee wholehearteclly approved the rroject, believing that it would be of benefit 
to the families interviewed as well as the wider population. 
The research proposal was also presen ted to the UCT medical ethics board and 
gained their approval. 
3.4 Community participation 
As well as informing the members of the local ethical board, the researcher met with 
commun.ity leaders at a Health _'\dvisory Board meeting which was held in October 
2001. The purpose of the study was explained to the board as well criteria for 
inclusion, so that the members present would be aware that the study was been 
carried out. The board was in agreement with the study and said that it would inform 
the greater commun.ity. 
3.5 Sample selection 
Criteria for inclusion in the study: Children under 18 years old living with one or both 
parents who were too sick to carry out da.iJy tasks of living such as fetching water, 











people who shared the same living space and usuaUy ate from the same cuoking pot. 
The household could reside anywhere within the ;'v!osvold Hospital health sub-
rustrict (ftibal areas of KwaNyawo, KwaMathenjwa and KwaMn~omezulu), an area 
covering 2100km' with an estimated population of 100000. 
The .in..itial intention was to interview families where there were no adult care g-ivers 
living in the household. However in the pilot phase of the study, this was found to 
result in a very low yield of households. The criteria for inclusion in the study Were 
broadened to include households where there were other adults livJ.J1g in the 
household, as long as the children were reported to be involved In the care of their 
parent. 
Families were identified in several ways: 
• By extracting nameS from the records of lngwavuma Orphan Care. These 
records contain details of whether a parent has rued from suspected AIDS, 
but do not give a clear picrure of whether the remaining parent 1S still healthy 
or not. 
• By visitin~ schools, and asking them to identify children who knew of such 
households. Schools were visited at the start of the study to explain the 
criteria for households needed for the study, then revisited a few weeks later 
to collect names and directions to the households. 
• By visiting clinics and aslUllg nurses to identify families in their area .. "'gain, 
this required at least two V1S1tS, firsdy to ask for help, and then a retLum visit 
to get the names and direct1Ons. 
• By the community health workers and the home based care teams. 
• By chance; neighbours or passers-by mentioned families they knew of while 











3.6 Finding the homesteads 
There are no telephones, pustal addresses let alone streets with names or numbers in 
the heaJth district. Directions to the homesteads were generally vague. The research 
ream drove to the area named as the address, and then asked for directions from 
shop-keepers, school children or passer-bys. In some cases, the child of the 
household was identified as attending a partJcular school. The school was asked 
permission to release the ch.ild, and the child then directed the team to the household. 
Otherwise the team had to keep asking people that they met, untiJ they arrived at the 
househulJ. Ths process cou.IJ take several hours. ( ~iven these clrcumstance~ and the 
time constraints, it was not possible to visit the families fu'st to inform them of the 
impending study. 
The sample size aimed at was 50-100 households. The researcher was given a tlme 
frame of twenty four days spread over twelve weeks to collect data. The sample size 
uf 35 households was reached Over these twelve weeb. Altogether 98 households 
were identified, but the other 63 were found not to meet the study criteria once they 
had been visited or more information obtained from the n<.;ighbours or childrw. 
There were undoubtedly a larger number of households eligible for inclusiun in this 
study within the health district. However, it was beyond the time constraillts of this 
study to identify and interview any more. The sample obtained was founJ by a 
snowballing techn.igue rather than systematic identification of aU households in the 
district as this would have been beyonJ the scope of the study. 
3.7 The interview 
The researcher and field worket visited each housebold identified by car or by foot. 
Once a household was reached, the team greeted th.e household and verified facts 
about the househ.old set-up. If the bouseholJ was found to not meet the criteria, th<.; 
team explained that they were from the hospital and checking on hOLlseholds that had 
been identified as having a sick patient living there. 'The family was advised on any 
relevant issues such as eligibility for disability grants, inclusion in the orphan project 











treatment (e.g. paracetomol, vitamins) if needed. The research team then left the 
house hold. 
The household was de£ineJ as people sharing the same food and sleeping in the same 
huts. In three instances there were other relatives Living in other huts within the same 
kraal, but in most cases the household was the only one within the grounds. 
If the household met the criteria for the study, the field worker explained the research 
project to the household head, and confidentiaLty was assured. The household head 
was identified by the family. He/she was a rerson who was sleeping at the homestead 
and regarded as being ultimately in charge of decision making. The household head 
was asked for consent to take part in the research, and if he/she agreed, he/she 
signed the consent form. The interviewer then interviewed the household head, and 
filled out Sections 1-3 of the guestionnaire. If the household head was too sick to be 
interviewed, as was the case in one household, details were obtained from the oldest, 
mentally competent person living at that household. 
The child carer was then identified by asking the household head which child spent 
most time caring for the ill parent. The field worker then asked the child carer for 
his/her assent to take part in the interview. If the carer was present, he/she was 
interviewed in the household, but apart from the rest of the family. This was done so 
that the child could express his/her concerns in privacy. If the carer was at school, 
the team went to the school with the parent's rermissiun, and intervieweJ the child 
there. On a few occasions, the carer could not be found, and the team had to come 
back for a second visit. The child carer was asked the guestions from Section4-6. In 
Section 6, the family discussed their generaJ problems with the team. 
The heads of households were asked guestions without any prompting for the 
answers. Regarding the guestions askeJ to the child carers, Q4.3 was asked without 
prompt::ing possible answers while Q4.8, 4.10 & 4.11 were asked with the possible 











The research team then 111 formed me household of the help they were entitled to and 
where they could gee It. Children were c()unseUed about how they could better care 
for their parents. "\ny families not known to (he orphan project were referred. The 
sick parent was given basIc medical treatment as needed. The researcher (a medical 
doctor) carried a basic medical kit With her to each household. Each family was alsu 
given a small food parcel, as lack of food was found to be a universal problem. In this 
way, the visit was not just of benefit to the researchers, but also provided the family 
wim relevant education, health care and ma(etial support. 
3.8 Data analysis 
The dat1l were coded and entered into ~1icrosoft Excel. This programme was used to 
analyse the data and generate graphs and tables. The qualit.ative answers were 
reviewed and transcribed from the interview sheets directly into the results secbon. 
~o compansuns uf subsets were carried out due to (he smaU size of study sample. 
3.9 Funding for the research 
A grant for the research was given by Health Systems Trust. This grant was used to 
pay the field worker a daily stipend, to cover travel expenses of the researcher, to buy 
food pa.rcels for the households intetviewed and to cover stationary costs. While the 
inclusion of a food parcel lead to some families coming forward tu be interviewed 
who were not eligible, the researcher explai.ned the criteria f()r the study and firmly 
tillned chern down. Most families, however, were unaware chat they would be given a 
food parcel at the end of the intetview and this is uolikely ro have altered their 
responses to the questionnaire. The researcher does not believe that a food parcel 
constituted an undue inducement to households to enter the study. Rather, the food 
parcel was offered to compensate che household for the time they gave to be 
interviewed. The food parcel was thus a token of appreciation for their willingness to 
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grandchildren, seven parents, lhree siblings, nine other relatives and three non-related 
persons. In 27 of the 35 households (77%), the sick parent. was identified as lhe head 
of the household. In the others, the head was either a parent of the sIck parent, or in 
two cases, a spouse. The size of the household varied from two to eleven, with the 
median and mode being four. 
The members of the households' occupations were described as the following; 26 
preschool, 111 school-goers, 14 children not schooling though ()f school-going age, 
five self-employed (selling things), 12 wlemployed and looking for work, eight staying 
at home by choice, five pensioners, 33 too sick to work and one alcoholic. 
The majority of the children were aged 6-17 years, with the average age being 10.2 
(Fig 7) There were lhree foster children living in t.he househ lds. These children were 
orphans who had already lived through the dealh of their biological parents. 
Twenty eight households (80%) had only one sick member, while SLX had two anJ 
one had three. Seventy five percent of these sick people were in the 30-59 age group, 
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Out of the 35 families, 16 (46%) had had one death in the household in the last three 
years, three (9%) had had two deaths, two (6%) had had three deaths and one (3%) 
had had four deaths. Other Jealhs were reported incidentally, but these were greater 
than th ree years ago. The majority of deat.hs were those of young children or babies 
of the now sick parent, but there were also many spouses and a few siblings who had 
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In stven f.nulle" the,e we,e. toto! of 14 duldrcn who we," not ~"endmg school.t 
.11. hve families put this down tu rmonc",l , •• suns, une ch~d h.d spm. bIfid., .nd 
",lOther Slated that ,he rud not wan! to,::o to school. Tfu"" duldrcn h.d moved .w.y 
ftom duee households, and aUribuled this move to the illness of the porent 'These 
duldun we,,, ag<'d 12· 14 yeous. 
4.3 Pro file of th" sick par" ms 
Twenry tight of the 3S poren,. (80%) ,epolled themselves as h.vrng been SIck and 
un. ble to c.rry OUt their usu.1 work fm mo,e th.n a year, w,th I S (41%) repornng 
sickn.,.. of gu.te, th." two years durallon. Only twO (6%) '''ported th31 th.,. 
slelvless h.d SLotted rn the p,evious SI" months. J:lJgh t sick parents were hthe,.. 
(23%), while 27 we,,, mo[hers (77%) . 
• \lmost.~ p.rent. reported tho t they were able tu w.sh, dress and feed themsdves as 
weU as walk short rustonees, go to the to~et, Act Out of bed and conuol theu bowel 
ond bladder. Howev"r, 12 OUl of 15 (80%) parents wllh whom the r.se.rcher kept m 
COntact had rued by the end of the srudy, provulg th.t they h~d indeed been 
terrrun.lly ill. compared to only three (20%) sh"ltnew to be still.liv~ . In<ked, seve",) 
p.rents who were hospiu~s.d r"1l>C"ed disch .. ge from hospital whil. they were still 
very we.k so th.t they could go home tu care fo. and protect theu child'en. Un" 
father reported that he suIJ went om to wurk m hi, fidd. even mough he was '<X> 
weak 10 stond- he sat On the ground and scI'p"d at the earm wim hJ' fUlg~t5. He died 
• month aftel the mlUVlew. 
Common 'ymptoms mduded pain. welght loss And wealtness. Most of the parents m 
the ,n>dy h.d m~ cbrlJc~ 1 picture of AID:, \VIth 01 withom TB. (rable 1) Only SiX 
(17%) tolked openly .bout ,hell posJUve HfV $l~ rus. 
p"", wos "Jwtifi~d a, th~ mos, problem.tic symp,om in 15 parent' (43%). Mo," 
compl..ined mat the potin plevented them from ClIrryrng OUt work 01 household wk. 
m~t mey u.ed to do such as pI Oll"hin~ me fields. f~tching firewood .nd watel. foom 










!\Iven ulduded rh~r rhe parcll! n""ded to be cuned to the to~~t, 0' that It lIl,",fe",d 
WIth theu ability 10 car", on as no.m.l . A chroruc cough w~s mennuned oS the worst 
symptom by rou. patents (11%), although they could not deafly expla ul why. Other 
problems ",clu<kd paralySIs and blindness", one woman, wruch Idt hn completely 
de pendent on her cluldren~ a teacher losl Ius lob because uf Ius chroruc Llliless; One 
person with night 'wea" compluned about NS cluthe. alway, becommg wet; one 
woma" had an Itchy rash wNch made her He vety u"comfortable. One woman w~, 
unconSCIOu' with go.ngrenouslegs and cl05~ to d~ath. 
4.4 Child Carers 
l,bI< 1 S,mf'l'>M' of ~I","" <">r"""'''''" \w ,~, ... . 
r'1cOI> 
Altogether 100 children we,. reponed to be mvolved 10 some extent m carmg fur 
the" ,ick parent. This varied from one to eIght child,en per hou.dlold. Of the 3S 
people Identified as the m"", Cl.re !\Ivers, 60% were female This ,eflects exactly mal 
there were more fern.ies man m.les III the sn.dy s.rnple (rotio f;m 6:4). The younges' 
C-Ore' was only 4 ye. rs uld; • gu:1 whu brought her mother CUP" of watel to dnnk 
wlulc she lay on her Md bed. 
Twenty twO (63%) of th~ molll care gwen were under 18 year<, wlul" ~no!.hef four 
(1 1%) we", under 2S year. (FIg 10). U,uaUy the old." child was Idennfied .~ the 
matn ~arer, bUI III One f.rruly an oideS! sibhrtg who w~. m.1e did not I.K. parI III 











carer, if under 1 tiyrs, or child identified as most Llwolved U1 caring for their parent, if 
an aduJt also was involved, was then interviewed. Eighteen (51 %) of these reported 
that they sometimes missed school as a result of their parent's illness, (;ither to care 
for the parent or for younger siblings. Sixteen (46%) reponed that they no longer had 
time to play with t.hei.r friends as t.hey used tv before t.heir parent's illness. One 
reported that she could no longer visit. her relatives. 
, -
, 
6 10 12 13 14 15 15 17 19 21 24 25 27 30 36 49 50 
age 10 years 
l-"igurc 10: Age o( mam c~rc gIVe! 
Nineteen child carers (54%) were also involved in trying to raise money for the 
family. Ten (29%) sold various things such as ftrewood, fruit and Vl:getables, others 
herded cat.tle, worked in fields fur neighbours, cared for neighbour's children, made 
f~nces or did other piece Jobs, while one reported that she begged for money from 
neighbours or relatives. One child was an 11 year old girl who did nor go to school, 
but earned R50/tnOntll as a duld-minder for a neighbour. (lms has been found to be 
II 5tandard rate for child labour by the orphan project.) This girl however was one of 











after the intetview. Other children reported that they only worked after school, at 
weekends or in the holidays. 
The child carers were asked to explain how they dealt with various symptoms of their 
parent's illness. Their answers were as foUows: 
Dealing with pain: 
Of the 35 children: 
• Nine (26%) said they would give or recommenJ their parent tu take 
pills 
• Five (14%) said they would either take the parent to the doctor, or tell 
him/her tu go for medical help. 
• Five (14%) said they would prepare food and/or water for the parent 
• Four (11 %) described how they would help move the parent to a 
comfortable position or apply hot packs to ease the pain 
• Four said that they would fetch a relative to help 
• Fuur said they wuuld do nothing 
• One said she put sugar in her mother's eyes (the mother suffered 
from painful eyes) 
• One said she felt sorry and wanted to cry 
• One said that she prays 
• ()ne said that he tries to be obedient 
Dealing with fever: 
Of the 15 children whose parent's experienced fever: 











• Two (13%) said they would take the parent to the cLinic 
• Two said they would bring water to the parent 
• Two said they would use tracLrional herbs to bring down the fever 
• One said she would cook pap (ma.l2e meal). 
• Five (33%) said they would do noth.i.ng 
Dealing with diarrhoea: 
Of the 13 ch.iJdren whose parent's experienced diarrhoea: 
• Five (38%) said they would give oral rehydration fluids 
• Two (15%) said they would give wat.er or fluid 
• Two said they would give WHlitional medicines· 
• One (~%) said he would help the parent to go to the toilet 
• One said he would dispose of the faeces 
• One said she wouJ.d take the parent to the cliruc 
• One s31d he would do nothing 
Dealing with mouth sores: 
Unly one ch.iJd was canng for a parent with mouth sores, and said that she used 
traditional merucines· to treat them. 
• Thc usc of herbal medlClnt$ is prt;vaknt in lllgwnvuma. and rhis wa, r(;'vealed III rhe responses of somc chiitlren 
1 nttrcsongly • it diu nOI seem as if mo~c familics were making u,c of [cadicinnal he~lcr,. bur riley knew 











Knowledge of piils 
Twenty bve children reported !bat their parents were ta.ki.og pills. Eighteen were able 
to name the pills !bat their parents were taking. Of these, 14 (78%) described the 
correct use for me pills wb..iJe four children (22%) did not know wnat the parent was 
ta.k.iog pills for. Six reponed that their parents were (akiog TB treatment, while most 
of the others reported that they were using analgesics. Seven children (200/0) did not 
know if their parent was on any medication, while in ten cases the parent was on no 
western medication. 
Insight and concerns 
Tweory five (71%) child carers said that they thought that their parent would get 
ben:er (Fig 11). 
Do you think your parent will get better? 
Figurr I J, OuldretJ's e"lJCCUDon of the parent @=ttlng better. 
Thirty [wo (91%) child carers said !bat !bey did have womes. Some were anxious 
about more thao one thing. 
• Sixteen (50%) were worried about the Jack of food in the household 
• Sixteen (50%) were worried abou( the parent's sickness, and the fact 
that they might die. 











• Si>< (19%) were worried about theu education, due to lack of money 
for fees or uniforms, or missing school to care for theu parent. 
• Tnree (9%) were worned about the future 
• One (3%) was worried about caring for his younger siblings 
When all carers were asked what the greatest hardship was for them at that moment, 
the following answers were given: 
• Fifteen (43%) mentioned the lack of food and hunger as a main 
concern 
• Ten (29%) mentioned the lack of money for school fees and 
uniforms 
• Six (17%) said it was the parent's illness 
• Two (6%) said it was the lack of someone to care for them 
• One said it was the fact that theu house was falling down 
• One said it was the lack of opportunity to make money for the famiJy 
The child carers were then asked to Ust up to three types of help they would most 
like, if it were available: 
• Twenty four (69%) asked for material support, such as food and 
clothes 
• Twenty four (69%) asked for funncial support to help them attend 
school 
• Seven (20%) wanted help with caring for their sick parent 
• Two (6%) waoted help with housing, as theu hCJuses were falling 
down 
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Support given to households varied greatly. Some households received help from 
every sector of the community, while others received very little support or none at all. 
The majority of help given was described as "visJtS". When asked to expand on tlus, 
"a visit" meant the visitor sat and tall<ed or gave advice, and maybe smoked or drank 
tea with the family, but did not provide any material help Or carry out any practical 
work at the homestead. In the case of the church groups, prayer was the most 
common form of support given. 
The support given by the neighbours included visits (7), cooking Or providing food 
(six), nursing the sick parent (three), prayer (two) and fetching fuewood (one). On the 
other hand, one family reported that the neighbours would break in and steal their 
food (bought with money from a disability grant) while they were out. This 
household consisted of a sick father and two young girls who lived in a house that 
was falling to pieces. The mother and two other siblings had already died. Tne father 
was getting a clisability grant with which he bought food. If he went away from the 
homestead to work in the fields, the neighbours could break in, just by sticklng their 
arms through the gaps in the walls, and take the food. It did not seem that the 
neighbours were being deliberately cruel to tlus family because of the father's 
sickness, but rather the neighbours themselves were desperately short of food too, 
and thus resorted to crime. Another sick father, when asked if the neighbours helped 
him replied cheerfully, "How can they? We are all starving here l" 
The support given by friends included visits (two), cooking or providing food (four), 
ploughing the fields or helping with food gardens (three), fetching fuewood (two), 
fetching water (two), giving money (one), helping with housework (two). 
The support given by the few teachers included viSHs (two), waiving or paying school 
fees (two), and prayer (one). On the other hand, one teacher mentioned how naughty 
and disruptive one of the boys was in class. Even though she was aware of the social 











The support given by church groups included prayer (19), food parcels (two), money 
(two), cooking and nursing the sick person (one). 
The support given by community health workers (nompilos) included visits (8), 
giving pills for 113 (five), givrng advice (two), giving bleach (one), giving food (one), 
giving gloves (one). The families reported that they did not generally feel that a vIsit 
alone was adeguate support from the nompilos. It was noted that one TB patient did 
not receive DOTS as she should have done. Truee famiLe, lived in areas where the 
nompilo was herself sick, and not working. 
'lne support given by the extended family included visits (four), providing food (five), 
caring for the sick parent (five), caring for the children (three), talcing the patient to 
medical facilities (two), giving money (two), gardening (two), guarding the house 
(one). 
The extended family members who must often visited the households were more 
often female (25:13). The most frequent relatives (as related to the child carer) were 
grandmothers (eleven), aunties (seven), uncles (six), and older brothers (three). Visits 
varied from daily visits tu only once a month. See Fig 13. 
Nineteen households (56%) said that the extended family was happy to support 
them, while six (17%) said that they were nor happy to support them and nine (26%) 
did not know whether the family was happy to support them. When asked for 
evidence for these answers, those who felt their family was hapry to support them 
stated examrles of how much support they had received, or that the relatives shared 
what little they had with them. Those who felt their families did not W(e to support 
them gave examples such as the fact that the relative only visited, but did nothing 
rractical to help, visited only for a short time, neVer slept overnight at the homestead, 
or never visited. Those who couldn't judge the attitude of their relatives included 
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Other organisations 3W"ltt of the sid p:urots in tb~ famibe~ ,oduded In!,'WaVUllU 
Otphm C""e (six), the Home Bas~ Care Team (1"''0) and the Deparunefl! of 
Wdfarc (twO). Ingw~\l'Urn~ Cl.pban Cue wos supporting the households wim school 
fees for children, ad,-ice O!l ~ccessing grants and food; the Home Based Carer.! were 
supporting the sick paa:nt through nurnng and training the Carers in the family; the 
Departmo:ot ofWdfa", was giVUlg advice to 011<: family alx>ut gtanL'l_ 
4.6 Discrimination against the children in tho;: bouscbolds 
Only twO (6%) of the housdJOlds felt that the chJdren were (reared badly or 
differently because of their parent's illness. Thelle children were scorned by 
neighbours D. OWe< children. One family reponed lbat !he aeigboo\.1:13 shouted at 
them when they weot to felch wacer and told people to Stay 1'»ay from them l>ecausc 
dley were "cont:<gioul'. The OIher family s:lid wat the other d:tildml did nO! "'"2l:lt to 
play with them because m<:1l" momer had AIDS. 
In Q(IC of these hou,;.ebolds the It)Otbcr had been opel about her stalUS for Yca<ll, and 
b;d bern re<;civing regubr support &om the hospital AIDS Team and orphan 
pmjen However, dJesc suppon structures bad nOI rnanagro 10 oller the beb • ...,our of 












5.1 Demography of households 
The households in the srudy were clearly poor. Housing varied from dilapidated huts 
made of local materials to solid brick houses. On observation, several houses were in 
a state of near-collapse. Caring fur a sick person in the best (j f conditions is di ffjculL, 
but in these conditions must be quite a challenge, especially for the bed-bound 
parents and those with diarrhoea. The global lack of sanitation in lngwavuma DisLrict 
fuels the spread of intestinal parasites, cholera and oth~r in feccious gastro1ntesu.naJ 
cLisease throughout the whule population (unpublished observatiun). Those with 
weakened immune systems are particularly at risk of catching these diseases. (:arers in 
rum, with close con !Jl.c l to sick people with diarrhoea, are at r.isk of catching 
infeccions from them as dispusal of faeces and hand wash.ing are difficult in these 
conditions. 











Fifty one percent of the famili es fetched water from SOurces witlun 15 minutes walk 
of their homestead at the time of the srudy. However, that was before the drought of 
2002 started, and these water sources may not be availab le throughout the year. The 
only safe potable water in the distric t comes from the Shemtlli! water scneme, but this 
scheme does not cover the whole health district. This water cuStS one cent/ Gtre, 
which is unaffordable for many of the rural poor (u npu blished observation). Most 
people who buy this water use it only for dtink.i.ng and cookin/(, and get th e rest o f 
their water from an unsafe water source which may be a greater rlistance frum the 
humestead. Fetching water is a time and energy consuming chore , but is a wa), of life 
.in rural areas. 
Thirty seven percent of homes were more than thirty minutes a lk from the nearest 
secondary school. Thus the older cMdten in the ho usehold, o n whom th~ burden of 
canng for their parent was resting, werc commonly also fa ced with lung walks tu and 
from school. If the parent's conditJon deterio rated while the children were at schoo l, 
it would also not be easy for him/ her to contact the children. None of the homes or 
schools appeared to have land line pho nes. The stress brough t on by going to schoul 
and leaving a very sick parent at home was mentio ned by children at the National 
Childten's Forum (Giese 2002a). 
Seventy four percent o f households were more than 30 minutes walk from the 
hospital or residential clinic. This would compound the problems of accessmg 
medical care. There is o nly one ambulance to service the wbole district, and this is 
not accessible tu lay peo pl". Hiring private transpurt to take a person to a health 
facility usually COS tS between R50-R300 which is a huge expense for people with Litde 
or no income. Tbe reside ntial clinics were not open 24 hours/ day at the time of the 
stud)" so anyone requiring emergency treatment outside this time had to travel to the 
hospita l up to 60lun away. While clinic treatment is free, most people must pal' at the 
hospital. 
It was nu ted in the results sec tion that many of the sick parents would be unable to 











waU, of a bus or tJlxi stop. Even those who could, would be faced with the li.rnitation~ 
of the transport system; bu ses o nly pass by onct or twice a day in each direction. It 
was not possible to reach all the homesteads with a four wheel drive vehiclc, so sick 
peuple Lving in these homesteads would ha ve great di ffi cu lty accessing medica l care, 
needing to be carried or moved by wheelbarrow some distance t,) a vehicle. 
Seventy four percent uf families uved neat a tuck shop. H owever, to get suppues of 
anything but the most basic corrunodities, the families wou ld need to travel further 
afield. Tuck shops also tend to be more expensive than o nes in bigger centres. The 
25% of families who lived over 30 minutes walk from a shop would have to walk far 
to get even basic supplies. Thus shopping was shuwo to be ano th er time-consuming 
and expensive activity for the family, stretching limited resources ftuther. 
5.2 Family structure 
5.2. 1 Dncrip/ion of Ihe family con,.lil"lioll 
10 Ingwavuma District, jt is corrunoo fur adults und er 25 still to be schuoling and 
thus still be regru:ded as dependents or children (eve n though the)' may have children 
of their own) . Therefore it is important to include these "adolescent households" in 
studies of "child-headed" ho useholds. Thus 21 households in the study wetc 
particularly vulnerable to the hardships that puverty brings, as well as being at risk uf 
sexual Or o ther abuse by outsiders. The lack of healthy adult males in these and other 
househo lds wo uld also put families at risk in this male dominated society. This issue 
of possible exploitJltion was nOt exp lored in this survey. 
When teenagers or adolescents have babies, it is common for the grand-mother to do 
must of the child care; thus those babies would be as likely to suffer neglect as a 
resul t of their grandmother's illness as would aoy biological young children of the sick 
parent The increase mortaLty rate of urUIlfected children born to infected mothers 
has already been noted to rise by 2.4 to 36 times (Smart J999, Wekesa 2000b) 
1 'he orphans found in the study household s would be repeating a cycle of death and 











psychological unpact on these children (Senegcndo & Nambi 1997). Issues of plaClng 
oq)hans with sick relatives should be addressed to avoid the psychological distress 
caused by multiple bereavements. However, this problem cannot always be 
anticipated or avoided. The number of such children in this srudy was smaU, but the 
problem IS likely to get worse as the AIDS epidemic worsens. 
It should be noted that the ftndings on the make-up of the families in this study 
cannot be extrapolated to the population of Ingwavllma as a whole, as the srudy 
deliberately sought out such nuclear families. J Iowever, it can be seen that policy 
makers should not assume that the extended family still exists in aU households in 
rural areas. 
5.2.2 beonomic potential of the hOllseholds 
In keeping with many publications ( Drimie 2002, Booysen 2002, Donovan, Bailey, 
Mpyisi & Weber 2003) this study had found that there is a strong relationsfup 
between HIV / AIDS or chronic prime age adult illness and poverty, though it is 
beyund the scope of this study to say whether the sickness exacerbated puverty in 
these households. Lack of money contributes ro the difficulty in accessing health 
services, as people must pay for transportation as weU as hospital fees. It also adds to 
the hardship faced by the families with lack of food, lack of bedding and poor 
huuS111g. Poverty leads to poor nutrition WlllCh may furthermore hasten the death of 
the sick individuals (UNDP 2002) and thus speed up progressiun to orphanhood for 
the children. 
These families clearly reguire some sort of welfare service. While disability grants are 
available to terminally ill people, they are in reality difficult tu access if the person 
concerned dues nut have an ID book or money to travel ro rown to apply for the 
grant Child support grants are only accessed by 15% of those eligible in KwaZulu 
Natal, while foster care grants are accessed by 13.1 % of those eligible (Children'S 
Entitlement to Social Security). Improving the ease of access to welfare grants wuuld 











regarded as a pliority intervention by government and policy makers in combating 
the effects of the AIDS epidemic. 
5.2.3 Sickness and death in the hOtlJ'eholds 
Six families had two sick members, whlie one had three. In these households, the 
problems of caring for the sick are multiplied, and scarce resources are further 
stretched. The burden of multiple sicknesses within a family must cause great 
hardsh..ip ftnanciaUy, physicaUy anJ psychologicaUy. It is undoubtedJy a large burden 
for the ch..ild carers to cope with as they tried to continue their schooling, feed the 
family and nurse the sick family members. This was vocalised by a 13 year old at the 
Nal10nal Children's Forum (Geise 2002b), "It is hard to look after a SICk parent, 
younger siblings and try to be at school". 
Three of the sick members were young children. These children would be at h..igh risk 
of death whether they were Hrv positive or negative, as it is unlikely that the child 
carers would know how to care for them, or be able to access the health care or 
nutrition needed. OvershadoweJ by the sickness of their parents, these young 
children would probably be neglected whether their illness was curable or not (Smart 
1999). The fact that 12 children under five years old had already clied in these 
households in the previous three years gives weigh t to this argumen t. 
Two thirds of the families had already had one member of the family clie in the last 
three years. Apart from the large number of chlidren under five, the majority of these 
deaths were in the economicaUy active age groups. These fmclings suggest that the 
deaths were W<ely to be due to ."IDS. Multiple deaths in quick succession, especiaUy 
of young adults are clifficult for households, as there is little time to recover from the 
impact of one illness and funeral before another one occurs. ':\s the bread winners 
clie, those left behind descend into deeper levels of poverty (Drimie 2002). 
The death of a child or parent from AIDS could be used as a risk factor for 











often the start of a train of deaths and ensuing misery for the rest uf the famuy rather 
than just the end point of a duonic illness for that individuaL 
5.3 Profile of the sick parents 
Most parents reported their sickness interfering with their parental duties for over 
one year. Thus they were dealing with a long term illness which would also be 
affecting their children for many months if nut years .. '\.s Jiscussed abuve, the nature 
of ,\IDS is a long drawn out illness with a fluctuating course. This can cause the 
patient and family to believe that the disease is cured, only to face another illness 
weeks or months later. 
Most parents reported that they were able to wash, dress and feed themselves and 
most cuuld walk short distances at least. Y ot these people were very sick and dying. It 
is likely that in the harsh realities of their Jives they were not able to adopt the "sick 
role", but had to struggle on until they dropped dead. In families where there are no 
other adults, the sick parent may have to sacobce their own health needs in order to 
care for their children. 
Eighty thiee percent of the parents were suffering from pain. r:hronic pain is a 
particularly distressing symptom, and was indeed identibed as the worst symptom by 
15 patients. Chronic pain can lead to sleep disturbance, mood swings and depression 
(lTNAIDS 2000). The misery caused affects the children as well as the patient, as 
witnessed by the girl who sa.id that she feels sorry and wants to cry when her parent is 
in pain. The hospice movement advocates that no one should die in pain, and drugs 
exist to cure every level of pain. However, only 12 of the 29 parents in pain were 
using any analgesics at all. Lydia Seburiya, director of clinical services M Hospice 
Africa Uganda says "oral morphine is very cheap, costing a few cents a milligram. It 
works. People's lives are changed." (EM] News 2003) US,\ID Best Practises state 
that it is important that an HIV positive person has access to health facilities which 
will provide adequate pain relief as well as treatment "f acute infections. Improved 
access to regular pain relief for these parents, for example thiough home based carc, 











The symptoms of weight loss and weakness were also conunonly noted. These 
symptoms are inevitable in most terrru.nal illnesses, especially AIDS. Schroeder (2003) 
notes that malnutrition leads to inunune suppression which hastens progression to 
AIDS, further weakening the body so that the person is unable to participate in food 
production. Thus a vicious cycle is entered. Dramatic results in improved health have 
been noted by the home based care team when people living with "\IDS access 
government grants or are given high enL:rgy preparations such as PhiJan.i and EPap 
(Unpublished observations). 
Chronic diarrhoea was a problem for:) 1 % of parents. This is a difficult symptom in 
any setting, but particularly so in this poor rural environment without sanitation. It 
could be controUed by drugs (UNA IDS 2000), but again accessing these drugs would 
require an improvement in access to health care e.g. through home baseJ care. 
Confusion was noted in 20% of parents. This is W<e1y to be a distressing symptom for 
the chiJd carers, who still looked to their sick parent as an authority figure and head 
of the household right up to their death. These children would benefit from 
psychological support and guidance to help them deal with the parent's symptoms as 
is provided in Kenya (UNA IDS 2001, Lenya 2002). 
5.4 Experiences of the child carers 
S.4.! DeSC1iption oj the children 
While only the main child carers were interviewed for the study (i.e. 35 chiJdren), 
there were in fact 100 children lI1volved to some extent in caring for their parents. It 
is likely that as the AIDS epidemic progresses, most children in the cummunity will at 
some time be involved in caring fur a dying parent or other relative. Indeed, the 
Medical Research Council (MRC) predicts that a third of aU children under 18 will 
have lost one or both parents by 2015 (Bradshaw 2003). Children need to be given 
support and skills to deal with the situation. This has been done in Kenya through 
home based care (Lenya 2003) and Zimbabwe (Kaseka 2002) through kids clubs, but 











While there were more female carers than male carers, this corresponded to the 
proportion of males to females i.e. the same percentage of males were carers as 
females. This is an interesting ftnrung in a culture where men gem:raUy do not get 
involved in domestic tasks or caring for sick people and has not been found in other 
.\fncan sturues (Kelesitse 2000). 'fhese boys may have been ill-prepared for this role 
being thrust upon them, or they might have gained experience in the past caring for 
other sick relatives. Training programmes in caring for the sick should not be aimed 
at females alone, but acknowledge that males are also playing a signifICant role in 
nursing the sick. 
5.4.2 Impad on schooling and Jocialising 
Over hal f of the children reported that they sometimes mlssed school as a result of 
the parent's illness. Thus these children were experiencing a rusmpted education even 
before they became orphans. This mirrors the situation found by the home based 
care teams in Phnom Penh, who described that in half the families they visit, 
children's schooling is su ffering severely (UNA IDS 2001) as well as the stuuy in 
Uganda (Drimle 2002) which found a 26% drop in attendance at school. Emotional 
problems caused by the sickness of the parent may further have in terfered with their 
concentration when they were attending school (Hunter 1997). However the results 
show that only 60% of the teachers were aware of sickness in these families, and only 
11 % offered any support to the children. 
,\ study of orphans in Ingwavuma (Uackerty 2001) found that the orphans were 
often mistreated by teachers when they came to school tired or hungry or could not 
concentrate. I t is Iil<ely that the same is tnJe for children caring for dying parents and 
siblings. A child at the National Children's' Fomm (Giese 2002a) said "Children stop 
going to school because they don't concentrate when they think that they left parents 
in bed. They think that at any time they can rue" Another reported, "I had to come 
home and look after the children, wash and clean and I do not do my homework. 
When I go to school I used to get beaten because my homework wasn't done." 











means that they miss oU[ on food provided by the school feeding scheme (at primary 
schools), which becomes an important soutce of food in poverty stricken families. 
l:;urtheln10re it will contribute to social isolation from their peers. Fotty six percent of 
children arc also isolated by the fact that many no longer had time [0 play wjth their 
fliends. The twO households which experienced open d.iscriminacion against the 
children would probably be the most isolated These findings confum the scudil:s that 
children Living wJ[h an Hrv positive parent need as much support as otphans do 
(Beatson 2002, Alidr:i, Aciclri, Mawejje & Ireland 2000, Fox 2002). 
Fourteen percent of households had children who were not attending school for 
f.inancial reasons. While these financial problems were no doubt made worse by the 
parent's illness, it may be that this statistic is no worse than in the general population 
of I n1:,:rwa vuma. No data are available. to con fum this, but many children can be found 
during the day not attending school. While the law states that children must not be 
excluded from school for financial reasons (South African Schools ~\ct 84 of 1996, 
Section 5 (3)), the reality in Ingwavuma is that the governing bodies will not allow 
children to attend unless they have paid the school fees ( of R2S-RI 00 per year) and 
in some cases the chil.dren must a Iso ha ITe school uru forms, books and pens 
(unpubhshed observation). Ingwavuma Orph;)n Care h;)s been active in advocating 
for school fee exempoon for needy children and is fully supported by the District 
Manager of Education. Yet the problem of children being thrown out of school or 
denied access to their school reportS persists despite teachers being fuUy informed of 
the law. 
5.4.3 Children aJ bread-winners 
The average age of the children .in the scudy was 10.2 years. Fifty four percent of 
children wete involved in piece jobs [0 raise funds for the famiJy. This mirro.t:s the 
f.indings .in Kenya (Nyambedha 2003) where orphans were making sigruticant 
contributions to the upkeep of households. Orphaned children worked for relativel} 
well off people in the vilhges who often undetpaid them. They also engaged .in 











between schooling and fiod..ing means for survival. 1\;0 studies have been done to see 
what is the prevalence of children working in the commuoiry, anJ it might be that the 
study group is no different from the general population of lngwavuma, However, the 
literature suggests that there is an increase in ch.iJd labour in AIDS affected houses as 
a strategy to earn some income fur the family (Drirnie 2002), 
The Convention on the Rights of the Child outlines in Article 32 "the right of the 
ch.iJd from performing any work that is likely to be hnardous or to interfere with the 
ch.iJd's education", Most of these children would be within their rights as their work 
was not interfering with their schooling, or detrimental to their wellbeing, but rather 
improved their qualiry of life through the money brought in to the household. 
However the 11 year old girl working for RSO/month was having her rights violated, 
no matter how content she was with the situation. Ingwavuma Orphan (:are has 
since intervened and made sure that she started school in the new school year, 
There is clearly a role for lngwavuma Orphan Care to play in advocating ror 
vulnerable children tu avuid exploitation. While the children shonkl be encouraged to 
engage in entrepreneurial skills and income generation as part of learning new lire 
skills, care must be taken to see that they are not exploited. 111e Ch.iJdren's Institute, 
Cape Town, argues that we shouJd work towards a society in which children du not 
have to do any form of work in order to survive. Those who are forced to work for 
survival shouJd be provided with support in order to ensure their work does not 
harm their education and development (Giese 2002a). 
5.4.4 CbiJdren's abiJi!'y 10 care Jor tbeir parents 
The majority of the child carers dealt appropriately with their parent's ~ymptoms. 
Some showed good knowledge of health care, such as being able to describe in detail 
how to make up and administer oral rehydration fluids, or how to sponge down a 












Those families who were being treated by traclitional healers were largely excluded 
from the study because treatment involves the patient scaYUlg with the healer for long 
periods, and thus they were not being cared for by their children in their own homes 
(unpublished observation). This sUD1ey is not in a position to judge whether 
traclitional remeclies were likely to be beneficial or harmful. However, as these 
treatments are free and reacWy available, they provided a more accessible solution to 
the parents' illness than did the government health service, so it is hardJy surprising 
that these remeclies were used by at. least some of the families. 
Five children said that they would prepare food or water for a parent in pain, while 
one would do the same for a rarent with fever. While this may not be of direct 
meclical beneut to the parent, it would be an action demonstrating love on the child's 
behalf, and make the child feel that he/she was doing something useful. At the same 
time it could improve the nutrition ()r hyd.ration of the parent as welJ as making them 
feel cared for. Thus it would help the parent physically anJ the family psycho-socially . 
• \ significant mi.nolity of children said they would do nuthing. They were not asked 
why this was. However, it could have been because the)' cLd not know what to do, or 
clid not see it as their role, or felt helpless or were nor aware of the parent's 
sympwms. The feeling of helplessness comes out in the ch.iJ.dren's responses who 
said they "would pray", "feels sorry and wants to cry" and "tries to be obecLent". 
Most but not all of the children whose rarents were using western mewcation knew 
the names and usage of those pills. It is important that the child carers have this 
knowledge, particularly if they are the sole carer of the parent. 
It seems clear that the ch.iJ.dren would benefit from support and guidance when it 
comes to caring for the.ir parents. At times they were putting their own health at lisk 
e.g. by lifting an adult heavier than themselves or by disposing of potentially infective 
faeces. In some instances they may have been doing harm unwittingly to their parents 
e.g. by putting sugar in a mother's eyes to ease her pain, or by giving potentially 











was also noted in Zimbabwe by Foster & Beatson (1997)and is hl.ely to be found 
throughout sub-Saharan Africa. Those who felt helpless could be assisted by a trained 
carer coming alongside them and teach.ing them some basic nursing skills as is done 
in Nairobi (Lenya, Dimba, Aduwe & Odiembo 2002), where children are involved in 
pain control, continence care and eVen intravenous medication. However attention 
must be paid to the children's rights to make sure th~t they are not exploited or left 
unsupported in trus role. 
5.4.5 The l'hi/dren 'J w017iN and perceived needs 
Seventy one percent of the children said that they thought that their parent would get 
better. This contrasts with the Ugandan study (Sengendo & Nambi 1997) where 49% 
of clUldren Living with a very sick parent expressed fears that their parent would die. 
However, this response might have been due to the way the question was worded in 
Zulu wruch implied the sense "du you hope that your parent will get better". Those 
who said "no" tended to be those with the sickest parents, or older clUldren who had 
more insight into the situation. The fact that 16 children were worried about their 
parent's sickness and the possibility of them dying suggests that they did not really 
believe that their parent would recover. These children would benefit from open 
counselling and preparation for the patents' death as is done at other sites 
(Nyamayarwo 2000, Beatson 2002) 
The National r:hlldren's Fonlm (Giese 2002a) allowed vulnerable children to express 
themselves and their fears. Similar needs were found to this study, although they were 
not ranked in order of severity. The Farm orphan support truSt in Zimbabwe 
identified different fears among ch.i.1d-headed households. These children's 
commonest fear was losing their home. Others were worried that they would Live the 
rest of their lives in poverty and that their Lives would become more difficult in the 
future (\X"alker 2002 ). The Zimbabwean clUldren thus generally seem to have had a 
longer term outJook on Life despite also living in extreme poverty. No other studies 











As many children were worried about where thetr next meal would come from as 
were worried about their parent's sickness. Overall the lack of food came up as the 
main concern for the children. This concern was also identified at the National 
Children's Forum: "1 do not have a mother. I stay with my grandmother and father. 
At home there is no food most of the time. My grandmother and father do not have 
any money. My father is sick. I need food." (Giese 2002a)This again highlights the 
severe poverty faced by the families. In the struggle for survival, immeruate needs 
such as food often outweigh longer term ones such as the parent's imrrunent death. 
Worries about fmances for schooling also ranked highJy. This concern may have been 
inflated by the timing of the study which took place from November to February; the 
time of year when families must find funds for school fees and uniforms or risk the 
children being thrown out of school for that year. This was also found at the 
NationaJ Children's FOl1.lm; "My mother is not working. She has got HIV and my 
little sister has got it too. I am worried because I have not paid school fees in the last 
three years. I am sent back home every time they want school fees and I do not 
have." (Giese 2002a) However, exclusion from schooling is a violation of these 
chilJren's rights, as well as against the law, and contributes to the stress felt by the 
children. 
Nineteen percent of children found their parent's illness their biggest problem. This 
answer rrught have been inflated by the context in which it was asked; the children 
were aware that this was a study concerned with the parent's illness. However, it IS 
probable that children would indeed be concerned about their parent's sickness, as 
the parents were all very ill and many children had seen other family members rue. 
Two children found it hardest that there was no one to care for them. These children 
were obviously struggling with the adult caring role being thrust upon them, and 
wished that they could continue to remain children and be nurtured for longer. 
Again, these children's rights were being violated, though It is unfair in this resource 












One child mentioned the bouse falling down as the biggest problem. Housing was 
very bad at several homesteads, as most homes were made out of traditional material 
and need regular repairs and maintenance to stay water tight. The lack of money and 
healthy adults in the preceding yea.r(s) would have prevented this maintena nce taking 
place. Thus families are not only faced with orphanhood, but being left with a 
disintegrating building as their inheritance as has been described elsewhere the 
literature (Smart 1999, Hunter & Williamson 1997). Few relatives ar~ likely to want to 
move in to such homesteads as foster parents, so these children face being moved 
and losing their family ground, or living as child-headed households in inadequate 
housing. This is a problem for which Ingwa vuma Orphan Care is trying to find a 
solution. 
One child, a teenage boy, mentioned the lack employment opportunities as his 
biggest concero. He had already taken on the feeling of responsibility to care for the 
family, and was now faced with th~ problem of how to provide for them. The high 
rate of unemployment in Ingwavuma contributes to feelings of helplessness and 
despair in youth in general in Ingwavuma. 
5.4.6 Support "qllested by tbe ,hi/d,m 
The majority uf children requested material and financial support for sLUvlVal and 
schooling. Again tllls shows that poverty leads to hardships which even outweighed 
their parent's illness. "l hese answers may also have been given because the children 
were aware that Ingwavuma Orphan Care or the Department of Welfare c0u1d 
provide such help. 
Seven asked for help in caring for their sick parent, while another wanted someone to 
cook for the family . This was also found at the National Children's Fomm (Giese 
2002a) where a child expressed herself thus; "I want someone who will look after my 
grandmother while I am at school. You don't have money to help her when she IS ill. 
I wish we can get help from the government." This type of help could be provided 
for by th e community, as it requires no financial input. Support for sick parents could 











The fact that one child wanted a Jub shows that not all families wish to become 
dependent on the state or NGOs or want hand-outs. This boy clearly wanted the 
opportunity to support his family himself. 
5.4.7 Perceplion oJlheir jill"re 
The majority of children said that their future was in God's hands. Many people in 
the district are church-goers and have a belief in God. In a setting where people live 
from hand to mouth, and don't always know where their next meal is corning from, 
people do not generally make plans for the future. Thus this answer was to be 
expected. 
It is remarkable that 20% of children felt optimistic about their future, despite the 
harsh conditions that they were living in, and the likeliliood of becoming orphans. 
This is a higher percentage than was found in the l 'gandan study (Sengendn & 
Nambi 1997) or in the FOST study (Walker 2002). This may indicate that the 
children lacked insight into the bleakness of their condition, or else were veLY positive 
and could always see the good in every sJruation. 
5.S Community support for the households 
l\U sectors of the community were more supportive of the sick parent than of the 
children or household as a whole. This confirms the findings of Mehra, Sakhuja and 
Panwar (2002) that services are geared to the needs of adults not children. ·1 he only 
excepDon to this was lngwavuma Orphan Care which focused its care nn the 
children, but this organisation was only involved with six of the households. Children 
are emotionally vulnerable, and the younger children also in need of physical support 
such as with being fed, washed, dressed during this time when their parent is too ill to 
care for them. The study revealed that only around 25% of the children were 
receiving this sort of support. The study did not guantify the amount of support 
received (except with regards the extended family), so even those getting support 











h may be unrealistic to expect such a poor community to be able to provide 
signifJcant suppOrt to these families. The F( 1ST study (Walker 2002) reported that 
even where there are community initiatives to help child-headed households these Me 
breaking down under the severe economic hardships and food shortages being 
experienced by aU elements of societ),. Russel and Schneider (2000) comment that in 
the South ,\frican COntext tOO there are limits to whether communities can be 
expected to be self reliant and to absorb the unpacts of AIDS without exte rnal 
assistance. This is likely to be true for the commun.ity of fngwavuma where f()()d 
security is a problem for the wider community (Schroeder 2003) . 
It was interesting to note that quite a few families reponed that they d.id nOt have any 
friends. This may be bec"use they classified "" friend" in one of the other caregories 
e.g. neighbour or church member. Alternatively, fliends may have deserted the family 
when they saw that the parent showed signs of HfV infecti()n. Further research 
would neeJ to be carried out to investigate this. 
As expected neighbours and relatives have most freq uent contact with the 
households, whereas teachers working in overcrowded schools tTught well be 
unaware of the social situation of each leamer in the class. The fact that 40% of 
teachers were unaware could cause problems for the children if they missed school, 
could not pay school fees Or were nOt performing weU at school as the teacher would 
not understand why (Giese 2002a, C)acke rty 2001). 
OoJy 15% of the househo lds received help with nursing the sJCi< parent. The bulk of 
the nursing was therefore mostly done by the main carers, 63% of whom were 
children under 18 years. This cannOt be considered an acceptable situation in any 
s()ciety, especially given the fact that the age of the carerS was so young, and the 
children sometimes felt helpless Or unable to help their parent. It is also 
unconsotutiomi, the South -,\frican Constitution stating "F.very child has the nght 
nOt to be required or permitted to perform w0rk Or services that are inappropriate 
for a person of thaL age (Section 28 (1)f). Again, there is a gap seen between policy 











While accive in spiritual support, most churches clid litcle to help clhe families 
praccically, wiclh only 5 families recelVing practical help from clhem. Only one family 
described regular support by way of church members coming to cook for clhe family 
and nurse clhe sick pacient. While prayer and visits might help clhe family socially and 
spiritually, this kind of help does not meet any of clhe needs expressed bv clhe children. 
Even clhough local church goers are often poor clhemsdves, clhere are many ways clhey 
could support clhese families such as canng for clhe children, cleaning clhe house, 
fetching fuewood and water wiclhout having to spend any money. The C:hristian 
traclicion is une of caring for clhe sick, widuws and orphans Oames J v.27) but this is 
not really occurring in a situation where it is desperately needed. 
The nompilos mostly visited clhe families once a monclh as part of clheir routine visits. 
Five visited more frequently to give TB treatment. Only two provided nuISing 
support by giving gloves or bleach, while one gave food, maybe from her vwn 
pocket. It can be seen that clhe nompilos are not carrying out a significant amount of 
home based care in clhe clistrict, even though many have been trained to do so. This JS 
unlike clhe situacion in Zimbabwe (Walker 2002) where Farm Healclh Workers were 
found to be one 0f clhe main source of general help to child-heaJed households. 
However, clhere tS no system in place to support clhe nompilos in this role. Instead 
clherr emphasis is on primary healclh care and prevencion. Tbe funccion of the 
nompilos in clhe clistnct is currently under reVJew by management staff, given clhe clear 
and growing need for Home BaseJ Care. 
Out of the extended family, clhe support of clhese households mainly fell on female 
members, espectally clhe grandmothers and auncies as would be expected in African 
cultuIe. However, one clhiId of carers in this group were male, so clheir role should nor 
be ignored. One clhiId of family members vtsited most or every day, anJ clhus might 
have been providing significant suppvrt. One clhiId visited between once a week and 
less than once a monclh, while anoclher clhiId never visited. Thus two thirds of clhe 
households were receiving minimal to no support in clhe day to day struggles of the 











given to child -headed ho useholds by Foster, Makufa, Drew & Kralovec (1997) in 
Zimbabwe. However the study households might be expected to receive more help 
as they were facing terminal illness no t just every day problems. However, only 56% 
of the families felt that their relatives were happy to help them. Thus some who 
received vlsits got the impression thar the extended family was visiting grudgingly and 
not reaUy wanting to help them. It can be seen that the extended family was generaUy 
not providing the support that these vulnerable households required . This finding 
docs not support the argument that child-headed households are a natura l evolution 
of the extendeo family (Foster, Maku fa, Drew & Kralovec 1997) in which while living 
separately, the children are supported by the wider family or clan structure . II rather 
agrees with Nyambedha, Wa ndibba & Aagaard-Hansen's (2003) finclings in which 
there was a lack of significant participati o n o f the extended family. 
The Home Based Care projec t was involved in two o f the househo los. This project 
started in February 2002, and only covers 4 small areas in the health clistrict. Trained 
ho me based carers visi t households o n average twice a month bringing them 
comfort, advice o n caring for rhe patient as well as nursing supplies and drugs. 
Where this service existed it was seen to be greatly appreciated and made a significant 
clifference to the families supported by it There is a clear need to expand these 
services to as much of the clismct as possible. 
The Deparunent of Social Development was found to have visited two families. 
There are o nly three social workers in the district, with one vehicle between them. 
Their services are s tretched so it is surprising to flIld that they hao visited any of the 
families in the study. The advice give n by the social workers was appreciated by the 
families. The DepaLunent of Welfare is bacUy understaffed, especially given the severe 
poverty in the clismcr. Thus it confrrms Cow's view that there is a ya\ving gap 
between policy formation and implementation of both the Government Strategic 
Plan and the food secu ri ty policy. This is despite the deficJCncy of government 











Blanche (2001). There IS a need for ongoing aJvocacv and motivation by NGOs and 
local govemment offices to increase the number of social workers U1 the district. 
5.6 Problems caused by the community for the families 
It was encouraging to find that in only two household were the children experiencmg 
discrimmatlOn as a result of their parent's illness. One sick father, when asked if the 
neighbours helped him replied cheerfully, "How can they' We are all starving herel" 
Ths again pomts to the context m which the study took place. While one can see the 
suffering and hardship faced by the study families, it was not necessarily worse than 
that faced by those around them, apart from the additional difficulties caused by the 
sickness. Those families receiving disability grants would possibly be better off 
financially than their neighbours (Schroeder 2003). 
Children going through the trauma of their parents' death are likely to have emotional 
problems which can manifest as misbehaviour or mattention at schools. Yet the 
teachers feel overwhelmed by the need to maintain discipline in overcrowded classes 
and are unJ.ikely to be sympathetic to such displays (Giese 2002b, C!.ackerty 2001). 
There is a clear need for sensitisation and support for the teachers so that they in tum 
can support their leamers. This is now being carried out by Ingwavuma Urphan Care. 
In Zimbabwe, where the Farm Orphan Support Trust had carried out training with 
teachers on psycho-social support for orphaned children, it was indeed found that 
children did not experience discrimination at schools despite behavioural problems 
exhibited by some children (Walker 2002). 
5.7 Limitations of the study 
There is no database or directory of the homesteads in the health subdistrict. The 
methods used to identify families for the study bias the selection in favour of better 
known, mOre accessible or more vocal households. The method of identification 
would also bias the responses as to who is providing community support. Thus 
families identified by community health workers wOlild be more likely to say that 
their community health worker 1S supportirg them; those identified by schools would 











would say that this project is supporcing them. By using several sources to identify 
families, it was hoped to get a more eliverse and representative group than would 
have been achieved using only one source. However, the sample interviewed may not 
be a true representation of the households caring for terrninally ill parents throughout 
the health Jistrict. 
The sample size of 35 was fairly small. but should give some inJications of issues 
faced by the children in lngwavwna District. The oi1ginal target of 50-100 families 
could not be reached due to time constraints. The study tried to be qualitative rather 
than purely quantitative. "Jne results cannot be extrapolated to represent all South 
Afi1can children caring for sick parents but may give inlJjcations of problems faced 111 
similar nual undeveloped areas. 
It is inapossible to define and preelict who is "terrninally ill" just by looking at and 
talking to a person. Indeed terminally ill is a rather vague term without a definite 
definition with regards timeframe of inapending death. While the researcher was 
meelically qualified and familiar with treacing patients with terminal illnesses, it would 
be inapossible to preelict accurately the course of elisease in each sick person. Thus 
while at least twelve of the parents had elied within three months of being 
interviewed, others were still alive a year later. The study may rather be viewed as 
looking at children caring for parents with a cmonic debilitating illness which is likely 
to result in premature death. 
Some of the children were shy and not used to expressing their though ts to adults. 
The presence of a white researcher may also have made them shyer. AU efforts were 
made to put the children at ease, but they may have faceLi some problems and 
wori1es which they elid not express in this study. For example no mention was made 
of sexual abuse which is thought to be widespread in the area. Further qllalita~ve 
research could be cartied out in order to explore these issues further. 
The question naire elid not ascerram the income of the household or the numbers of 











would have been valuable information in assessing the economic vulnerability of the 
households. However when consulting local staff and researchers over [he study 
design, it was advised that this information was too sensitive and questions about 
income and grams would be unlikely to yield accurate information. The same is true 
for information on exploitation and abuse of children by commurUty members. Such 
In formation migh t be bet[er elicited through other techniques such as smaU group 
discussions, role play or story teJ..l.ing with thc children. 
The questionnaire was written In English while the interviews were conducted U1 
Zulu. Th.is may have lead to lnconsistencies and inaccuracies In translation by the 
three d.i fferen t field WO[ kers. It w()u.ld have been preferable to transla te the 
questionnaire into Lulu and cross-validate the translation with back rJ:anslatioo in 
order to improve the accuracy of the interviews. However, there would have been 
greater time and resources needed to do this then rec()rd the answers til Zulu and 
then translate these into English at a later date. As the researchcr had a reasonable 














The Ul1pact of poverty on the family's life should not be underescimated. [n fact the 
ch.i.ld carers often Identified their gre~w.;st hudshlps as lack of food, money for 
schoollflg and poor shelter ramer than their parent's illnesses. 
The dying parents 
These very sick ind.1Viduals dJd not t2.ke (0 lhe.u sJCk beds anJ expect to be nursed, 
bue rarner carned on tryl!1g (0 function uncil they literally could not go on .. Those 
living alone with young children probably fele they had little ~hoice but to stnlggle on 
co the end. 
Children'S ability to care for their parents 
The ch.i.lJren in the study generally seemed to be doing a good job of caring for their 
parents within rneir lim.j t2.tions. WhiJe few children requested help in canJlg for their 
parent, it is clearly unacceptable for children to be left unaided [0 care for a dying 
parent. Ths study has highlighted the realiry of the situation in these households and 
the need (or children to be tnined and supported as care givers. 
Effect on schooling 
Caring for a sick parent mterferes with school attendance. While 60% of these 
households said that the teachers were aware of me parent's illness, only 11% of the 
children received any sort of support from the teachers. Thus cluld carers are nut 
only struggling at home to nurse their parent anJ surVlVe themselves, but also face an 
unsupportive environment at school. Further suess lS pl.lced on the chiJdn.:n by the 











Support from extended family 
It cannot be assumed that relatives will continue to shoulder the burden of caring for 
sick family members, or that support given even at present is adeguate. Any attempts 
at home based care programmes must assess the relatives' willingness and ability to 
care. 'l'he "safety net" of the extended family does not appear to be as strong as 
might have been predicted. 
Support from the wider community 
While the majority of different sectors of the community were aware of sickness in 
the study families, support provided for the families was mainly Limited to Visits. 
Again pulicy makers and guvernment can nut assume that "the commuruty" can 
shoulder the burden of caring for terminally ill pa tients, particularly in families as 
vulnerable as these. Furthermore, what support was offered was mostly aimed at the 
sick parent. The children's needs were neglected for several reasons. Firstly their 
needs are overshadowed by the sickness uf the parent in the household, and the 
household's efforts may be focused on trying to keep the parent alive as long as 
possible. Secondly, as they are not yet orphans, the children do not fall into an easily 
recognisable category for welfare support. It would be difficult to guantify how sick a 
parent must be before the child needs help. Thirdly it is often assumed in African 
culture that children have no need to express feelings and do not experience 
emotional trauma so do not need to understand what is happening when tl1eir parent 
is Jying. There IS a clear need for greater cummunity awareness and provision of 
support specifically to these children to meet their social, material and psychological 
needs. 
Access to services 
While these families were in great need of health and welfare services, they were to a 
large extent unable to access them. Government services on the other hand also lack 
the resources to reach out to the people who most need them. Ingwavuma Orphan 
Care and the Home Based Care project are also too small and under funded to reach 











happening in Ingwavuma District. Urgent funding and resources are needed to 
. . 













7.1 Poverty aUeviation and communicy development 
1. General poverty aUeviation measures. Improving the socio-econolllJc 
conditions found in Ingwavuma wouJd go a long way to unproving me 
guality of life of these families. Better infrastructure wuuld aid access to 
health care, schools and shops while more disposable income would improve 
nurnaoo, housing and access to better education. 
2. Bener saniration in (he disuicL Each homestead shouJd have at least a pit 
latrine. This wiU aid in nurslJlg of pauems wlm diarrhoea as well as reducing 
the spread of infectious cliSl:3StS throughout the dis t.rlCt. 
3. Business skills training targeting vulnerable families Households wruch 
h:we lost or are losing their econom.icaUy active members, should be targeted 
to learn new ways of making an income. People who were not traditionaUy 
me breadwinners may need to take on this role e.g. the oldest sibling, 
unmarried momers or grandparents. The Dynamic Busine~s SL'ln-UP ProJecr 
is \Vorking in me district, and could sran training people from such families. 
7.2 Coordina tion and srrengthening of services 
4. A mu Iri-sectOra r approach is needed. I f aU government deparunents, 
NGOs, CBOs and the conununity fake part in supporDJlg affected families, 
me load will be spread and more hOllsDc care will be given. The Integrated 
Plan for Ch.ildren infeered and afrected by HfV IAIDS needs to be urgenuy 











few NGOs and CBOs working in it, and th ere is a need to bring in new 
organisations as weU as strengtben ex.is ting initiatives. 
S. Improved access to government grants. All families who ace entitled to 
government grants should be able to acc"ss them. The service by Homt 
Affairs must be improved so that all members of society can get identity 
docwnents. The community must also be taught the value of these 
documents and keep tbem safe. The Department of Welfare must have the 
capacity to process and munitor the grants. The freyuent cancelling of aU 
rusability grants followed by the need to reapply causes great stress on the 
limited resources of the Departments of Health and Welfare as weU as 
confusion and misery for the rusabkd and dying. 
6. Home based care- this intervention clearly needs to be extended 
throughout the health rustrict. The project will then be able to suppOrt the 
child carers and train them to provide meaningful help to their parents as well 
as relieve them from some of the burden of caring. The nurse who runs the 
projtct is able to bring drugs to the homesteads and as such would be able tu 
provide treatment for the pain that so many of the parent:; were "xperiencing. 
While money has been targeted for HBC by the Department of Health, the 
District Health Service has not been given any clear directive how to access 
this money to date. 
The home based carers in conjunction with staff from Ingwavuma Orphan 
Care shuuld also help th" children to prepare for their parent's death. This 
can bt done through counselling and the use of memory boxes. Practical 
needs such as applying for birth certificates and appointing guarruans will also 
help ens ure ongoing care is provideJ for the children once their parent has 
rued. 
7. Need for greater numbers of social workers in the district. The three 











in need of assistance. There is a clear need for more social workers, whether 
these are employed by the department of welfare or NGOs operating in the 
district. These would be able to speed up the processing of disability grants 
for sick parents, followed by foster care grants when the parent dies. They 
would also be able to cOW1sel families going through stress ful conditions and 
provide them with advice on accessing additional support, whether from the 
extended family or NGOs. 
8. Greater awareness in schools of the social problems faced by learners. 
Teachers and governing bodies must be made aware of the social problems 
facing many of their learners. The Department of Education should come up 
with strategies for supporting children going through bereavement to 
orphanhood. Ideally there should be some psychological support for the 
children. This could be provided in lngwavuma by the Orphan Care Project, 
and by peer groups in the schools wruch are supported by the School 
Support Project. 
The problem of children being excluded from school if they have not paid 
their school fees must be addressed urgently as this is a factor causing 
additional stress among the children and directly goes against the Schools' 
Act. The School Support Project, which is funded through Friends of 
Mosvold Hospital, as well as Ingwavuma Orphan Care are trying to address 
some of these issues. However the Department of Education at a local level 
should be taking the lead in improving access to education for orphans and 
vulnerable children rather than doing so onIy under duress when NGOs 
inform the community of their rights and the law. 
7.3 Support of families and children 
9. The Government should introduce a package of antiretroviral treatment and 
care for infected parents. This would prolong the life of the parents and thus 











10. Churches should offer more support for the sick. As well as vlsiting and 
prayer, church members should be encouraged to provlde practical support 
such as doing some household chores or gardening, or provide food where 
needed. Local churches could pal! up with more amuen t city churches of 
their denomination so as to get the financJaI back-up that they might need for 
providing more practical support to these families. 
11. Neighbours should be commended for their good work and encouraged to 
continue supporting each other. Communities need to be strengthened so 
that they can care for their slck. While the willingness may be there, the 
resources are not. Support could be provided through training in home based 
care, and setting up local support centres where communities can liaise with 
other care providers. 
12. NGOs should offer training to children to develop skills in caring for the sick 
and younger siblings as well as improving their income generating putential. 
They should also playa role in advocacy to make sure that the children's 
rights are being met. 
7.4 Further research 
There are many issues which need to be explored further. These include; 
• the extent of child abuse in the district, particularly among these 
vulnerable children 
• the psychologJcal impact of multiple bereavement on children 
affected by AIDS 
• the knowledge, attitude and behaviour of teachers to children 
affected by HIV / AIDS 












• the capacity of the community to care for its sick 
• factors influencing how much support families receive 
• what happens to the children immediately after their parents' death 











REVIEW OF KEY ISSUES 
The setting of this study w~s a poor rural area with m.in.i.m~1 in frascruchJfe. 
The households studied generally had poor housing, poor access to clean 
water aod sanitarion, poor access to pubuc era nsport, shops, schools and 
health selvices. This setting compuund~ greatly the problems encountered in 
caring [or sick people. 
2. The families studied were generally very \rulnerable. Apart from the terminaUy 
ilJ parent, half the families included no other adults, while four others only 
had a young aduJt (under 25 years). Only approximately 60% of families 
received support from their extc:nded families or commuru ties and this 
support was often limited to social Visits with little material or pracu.cal input 
to the households. 
3. Dying parents were sometimes found to be struggling on to their end, trying 
to maintain the household unw they coUapsed. There was little help available 
for these parents to teUeve them from pain, weakness or cliarrhoea. However, 
many children were involved in nursing their parents and often used 
appropriate IOtetventions. 
4. The households srudied had bttle potential to become self-sufficient, even if 
bttter job opportunities existed, as most had no members actively sedcing 
work but consisteJ of sick parents, aged grandparents and school-going 
children. Such families need input from welfare organisations to reduce 
poverty and hung~r. 
5. Males as weU as females were found to be involved in caring, bmh as main 











transportation to huspital and social visits. Caxing for the sick should not be 
vJewed as a female role. 
6. The child carers saw poverty and its related consequences as theu: greatest 
hardship. This even overshadowed the stress and sadness of caring for a 
d)'lflg parent. Lack of food, lack of money for school rated higber as 
harJships than did caring for a sick parent. 
7. Half of the child carers reported baving to truss school sometimes as a result 
of their parent's illness. Others were worried that the lock of money for 
school fees and uniforms would result in them bel11g thrown out of schooL 
Unly 11 % of teacbers of these children did anything to help them. The law 
wruch states that aU children between 7 and 15 must attend school is being 
ignored by many schools in lngwavuma. 
8. Most of the families studied were affected by AIDS. Yet there was not much 
evidence of discrimination against these families by the community. J rowever 
6 out of 35 households stated that their relatives were not willing to support 
them. It cannot be assumed that the extended family can Or will provide 
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SECTION 1 : HOUSEHOLD PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
In the interview we will be talking about this household. 




Interviewer: Indicate the type of MAIN DWELUNG that the household occupies 
8 House { b~ck structure on own land )3l T radilional dwelling on other person's property 
8 lnforma' dwelling { shack ~ Traditional dwelling I hut I structure made of traditional materials on own land 
How long does it take to walk to the nearest water source? 
What type of toilet facility is usually used by this household? 
~FIUSh toilet )3lPillatnne with ventilation (VIP) 




G None I open veld 
1.4 Can you get to any of the following publi c transport services within 15-minutes (1km) of this house if you are WALKING? 
READ OUT and answer one at a Ume: 
~-=c~~~ __ ~ 
(a) Bus yes 00 DIK 
(tl) Minibus taxi yes 00 D/K 
1.5 Can you get to any of the following faci lities within a 30-minutes (2km) of this house if you are WALKING? 
READ OUT and answer one at a time: 
(a) Primary school 
(b) Secondary school 
(e) Clinic { hospital 
(d) Shop where basic foodstuffs can be bought 
(eg, bread, milk) 
yes "' OfK 
yes "' OIK 
y~ "' OIK 
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Now I would like to talk about the health issues that this household has been dealing with. I would like to talk particularly about ... (name of sick parent}. 
3.' Ask main carer For how long has ... not been herself or been unable to carry on as s/he used to? 
I (m~) I (d¥) I 
3.' 
3.3 
kk: Please tell me if the ill person can do the follOwing activities independenUy, or if slhe needs help. {READ OUT] 
(a) Eating 
(b) Moving in and oul 01 bed 
(c) Personal care (shave, clean teelh) 
(d) Getting on and off the tOIlet 
(e) Washing himlherselt 
, independellt , - ' , -' , -' , I"d,p,,,d,'" 
2 ....... he\> 
2 ....... he\> 
2 ....... he\> 
2 ....... he\> 
2 ....... he\> 
Ask : Does ... have any of the following problems? tREAD OUT] 
chrome diarrhoea (IaShng mofe than one rnootl1)? 
2 chronic cough (lasting more than one monltl)"1 
3 weight loss? 
4 weakness? 







No 011< I 
No 011< I 
No 011< I 
No ~ No 011( 
(f) Walking on a level surface 
(g) Walking on stairs or uneven surfaces 
(h) DreSSing 
I' ) Contrdling boYIeIs 
til Controlling bladder 
5 pain? 
7 contusion? 
8 any other S)'111)toms? 
~ 
s~d~ 
, -' 2 , inclepelldelll 2 , independeIli 2 , canconlrOl 2 , can ccnlrol 2 












3.4 Which of these problems that you have mentioned causes I caused the most difficulties for this household? (lis t symptom # from 5.3 above) 
3.5 Why do you say that? (probe fully for IMPAC T J effect on the househOld) 
Syrrptom # REASON 
5 
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SECTION 4: CHILD CARERS 
4.1 
Speak to the children of the household: 
Which person in the househo ld is the main caregiver who looks after. .. (the sick person)? 
leg. Helps them to wash, dress, eat, take medication etc.) 
4.2 How many other children in the household help to care for ... . (the sick person)? 
number of children (under 18): I I 
4.3 What type of regular activity did you do before your parent became sick, that you don't do now? 
~
incorne generating activities 141 HouseworWgardening 
2 School/studies [IJ Other regular activity (specify) 
3 Playing with friends/sport 
4.4 I y" No l OIK I 
IName & Age: 
Have you, the children tried to find other ways to make money? 
if yes: how? (specify) 
~----------------------------------------------------------------
4.5 If your sick parent has the following symptoms, what do you do? 
a) Pain 
b) Mouth sores 
c) Fever 
d) Diarrhoea 
4.6 Do you have any pills for your parent in the house? (Write down the names if known) Do you know what they ate for? 
Name or pm What for 
6 




Do you think that your parent will get better? 
00 you ever worry about anything? 
if yes: what? (specify) 1 Not having enough food 
~
Caring for the parent 
3 Pa rent dying 
4 Younger siblings 
5 The future 
6 I Other 
4.9 What is the biggest hardship for you at present? 
Y~ I NO O/K I 
I Yes I No DIK 
4.10 What help do you most need? Help with eating for parent 
2 Matenal support 
3 School support 
4 Social/emotional support 
5 Other 
4.11 How do you feel about the future? 1 Helpless 
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5.1 I would like to find out more about the type of care or support this this household has received from the community: 
5.2 
5.3 
A Thinking about the community around you, who is aware that there has been chronic illness I death in this household? 
B Of these, which people I groups have been particularly supportive to the sick person(s)? 
C Which people I groups have been particularly supportive to the household? 
o Please describe the type of care or support received from these people I groups (what exactly did they do?) 
Read out: 
Have neighbours been (fN, 
2 Have friends I social grou 
3 Have schools been aware 
4 Have church groups been 
5 Have other local organisa' 
6 Have the extended family 
7 Who else has been aware? 
Ire of illness / death? 
)s been (fNare .. ? 
.? 
aware ,.? 
ions been aware .. , 











D/K y., No NIA y., No 
DIK y" No NIA y" No 
D/K V" No NIA V" No 
D/K V'" No NIA V" No 
D/K v" No NIA y" No 
D/K v., No NIA v", No 








{complete column A below] 
{complete column B be/ow] 
{comple te column C below] 
{complete column 0 belo~] 
0 
Type of eare or support: received 
How often do family members visit? I ~Everyday ~A few tim s a month 0 Never 
2 Most days 5 Once a month 
3 Once a week 6 Less than once a month 
Which relatives visit most often? (lisl up to 3) Gogo 5 Mkhulu ~Oth" female 
relationship 10 child carers· 2 Auntie 6 Uncle 1 0 Other male 
3 MamancanelnKhulu 7 Babamkhulu/-mncane 
4 Older sister 8 Older brother 
8 
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5.4 Are your relatives happy to help your family? I y" INO IDIk I 
5.4a Why do you say that? 
5.5 Do you think children in this household have been treated badly or differently from other children because of this illness I death? ] y~ NO ] O" ] 
5.6 jf yes. Which people treat these children differenUy or badly? {DO NOT PROMPT] 
~
other children 4 Ilosler pareilis' gUdldi,:lns 
2 teachers 5 loster brothers I sisters 
3 the community' neighbours 6 other relatiY€s (specify)' 
7 other non·re latives (spedfy:cl _____________ _ ______________ _ 
5.1 Can you give me some examples of how they are I were treated differently or badly? 
SECTION 6 : CONCLUSION 
6.1 Ale there any add itional issues you would like to raise in connection with the impact of illness on this household? 
6.2 Is there anything we talked about that was particularly upsetting for you to discuss? 
9 
